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SUMMARY 

Because of the importance of hemodynamkal (actor,s in the development of 

atherosclerosis, insight in the complicated flow field in arterial bifurcations is 

indispensable. In the present study an uncoupled approach is used to calculate the 

flow field in a three-dimensional distensible model of the carotid artery bifurcation. 

First the pressure distribution due to wave phenomena is calculated. Next the wall 

motion due to this pressure distribution is determined. Finally the fluid motion 

equations ate solved with the wall motion prescribed as boundary condition. This 

approach is valid if the fluid velocity is much smaller than the waVe velocity. This 

holds for the carotid artery bifurcation where a ratio equal to 0.05 is found. 

The time dependent pressure distribution is calculated using a quasi 1D linear 

model describing wave propagation. The model is verified by comparing results of 

calculations with the experimentally determined wave propagation in lalex models. 

As an input for this model data on the compliance distribution in the carotid 

bifurcation are needed which are determined using an ultrasound study. The carotid 

sinus is found to have a compliance different from the distal part of the internal 

carotid artery. However, the effect of the carotid sinus on the wave phenomena in 

vivo is shown to be negligible. 

The wall motion is calculated on basis of geometrically non·linear deformation 

theol)' using a tinite element method. A linear constitutive relation is used to 

describe the mechanical properties of the arterial wall. Large deformations are found 

in the area located above the apex and at the non-divider wall of the carotid sinus. 

A finite element algorithm is used to solve the fluid motion equations. To 

account for the wall motion the element mesh is updated for every time ste~, leaving 

the topology of the mesh intact. The numerical approach is tested by applying it to a 

distensible uniform tube where comparison with an analytical solution is possible. 

Excellent to fair agreement is obtained for ratios between fluid and wave velOCity up 

to 0.05. Calculations of the flow field in a 3D distensible model oUhe carotid artery 

bifurcation yielded a flow field with a global structure equal to the one found in an 

equivalent rigid model. However, detailed comparison showed that the size of the 

revel5ed flow area, and the magnitude of the velocities found in it, are significantly 

reduced in the distensible model. In addition the difference between the wall shear 

rates at the divider and the non-divider walls is also reduced by appn;lxirnalely Z5%. 
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NOMENClATURE 

ConventioD 

a scalar .. 
a vector 

• 'rut 
a complex amplitud~ of a, a = a eI 
a column of :,calars 

A tensor 
~ 

A conjugate of A 
A matrix of scalars 

if transposed of a 
-t 

A inverse of A 
Re(a) real part of a 
Im(a) imaginary pan of a 

Symbols 

b boundary farce 

c complex wave velocity 

"1 wave velocity 

d diameter 

e. axial prest rain 

f friction function 

f body force 

h wall thickness 

I length 

n lime step 

p pressure 

Sj carotid transition coefficients 

time 

u fluid velocity; fitst component of fluid velocity 

v second component of fluid velocity 

w third component of fluid velocity 

x coordinate . 
x position 

y coordinate; dimensionless radial coordinate 



v 

z coordinate 

A cross-sectional area 

C dynamic compliance 

E Green-Lagrange strain tensor 

F force 

FlO Womersley's function 

E defonnation tensor 

G radius/wave length ratio 

1 unit tensor 

Jo.h Bessel functions of order zero and one 

L length 

L divergence matrix 

M Young's modulus 

M mass matrix 

hip pressure matrix 

f 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor 

Q flow rate 

R radius 

S speed ratio 

S diffusion matrix 

T transmission coefficient 
y admittance 

Z impedance 

a Wome~ley's parameter; material parameter 

ao,O:I Lame constants 

y propagation constant 

E penalty function parameter 

~ longitudinal wall displacement 

1'/ dynamic fluid viscosity 

it radial wall displacement 

6 time integration parameter 

A wave length; elongation factor 

v Poisson's ratio 

S compact transition coefficient 

p fluid density 



vi 

OJ carotid transition coefficients 
J1 Cauchy stress tensor 
X compact transition coefficient 

"" dimen~ionless complex wave velocity 

1J!; interpolation function 

W angular frequellcy 
..i displacemell! 
r reflection coefficient 



--------------------CHAPTER1--------------~~~--

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. ATIlEROSCLEROSIS AND ImMODYNAMlCS. 

Atherosclerosis is a condition which primarily affects the l,!.ortl,!., large ano 

medium·sized arteries, panicularly the coronary and cerebral arteries. The b<lSic 

atheromatous lesion is the plaque, the most imponant constituents of which are 

cholesterol and OIher lipids accumulating in the extracellular matrix. At later stages 

the pl<lque becomes sclerosed and calcified causing thrombosis to occur on its 

!;mnace, aJld frequently resulting in embolism (Robbins et aI, 1984). The importance 

of hemodynamical factors on the development of atherosclerotic lesions is generally 

recognized. Flaque localization is found to correlate with the OCCurrence of low or 

oscillatory wall shear stress (Caro et al., 1971; Zarins et ai, 1983; Ku et al., 1985). In 

l,!.ddition an increasing amount of evidence is found for the influence of the 

hemodynamics on the endothelium which is believed to play a major role in 

atherogenesis (Nerem, 1990). 

A bifurcation often affected by atherosclerosis is the carotid bifurcation. 

Emboli originating from this bifurcation are the major cause of transient ischemic 

attacks_ In order to obtain detailed insight in the flow phenomena in the carolid 

bifurcation a number of numerical and experimental studies have been undertaken in 

recent years (van de Vosse, 1987,; Rindt et al., 1987, 1988, 1990; Rindt, 1989). 

However, Ihese studies are limited to models With rigid walls while the walls of 

blood vessels are distensible, causing wall motion and the occurrence of wave 

phenomena. Recently some e)(perimental studies have been reported in which an 

attempt was made to evaluate the influence of the wall distensibility on tht flow 

field in bifurcating gcometdes (Ku and Liepsch, 1986; Deters et ai., 1986; Duncan el 

al., 1988; Friedman er at, 1989). Only in two cases the oompadson with flow 

phenomena in equivalent rigid models was made. For the aortic bifurcation Duncan 

Ilt al. (1986) found that the difference between the velocity gradients at the divider 

wall and those at the non·divider wall was larger in the distensible model. For a 90° 

bifurcation, Ku and Liepsch (1986) found the flow reversal area in the distensible 
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model to be located on the oppo:;;ite wall compared to the rigid model. The [esuits of 

these studies are subject to inaccuracies due to experimental problems when 

performing laser Doppler velocity measurements in distensible geometries. 

Furthermore, as Ku and Uepsch pointed out, it is difficult to manufacture distensible 

and rigid geometries which are exactly geometrically equivalent. This is especially 

important for the shape of the flow divider which has a major influence on the flow 

phenomena. These disadvantages play no role in a numerical approach which 

therefore might prove to be a useful tool for the analysis of the distensibiHty of the 

walls on the flow phenomena. 

1.2. NUMERICAL APPROACH. 

rn the numerical an,,\ysis of the flow phenomena in distensible geometries not 

only the fluid motion equations but also the equations governing wall motion should 

be taken into account. It seems to be impractible to obtain a coupled numerical 

solution of fluid and wall motion equations. The distinct ways in which the motion 

of the fluid and the wall are described, the unconvenient sharx of the set of 

discretized equations, and the large anlount of CPU time required to solve this set of 

equations playa role in this respect. An alternative is the "weakly coupled" solution 

of the fluid and wall motion equations. rn this approach the fluid motion equations 

are solvcd for a specific time stcp with appropriate boundary conditions describing 

the position and movement of the wall at this time step. From the solution fOr the 

fluid motion the fo,ces acting on the wall can be calculated. In principle it should be 

possible to calculate the position and mOvement of the wall at the De)!:t time step 

from these forces using an appropriate extrapolation algorithm. Hilbert (1986) 

applied such a st,ategy to calculate the fluid motion in a uniform distensible tube. 

Even though Hilbert made calculations for a tube in which accelerations of the wall 

were reduced considerably by taking a large mass of this wall per unit area, he 

experienced numerical convergence and stability problems common to this type of 

strategy, and an appropriate extrapolation algorithm could only be found empirically. 

These problems can be circumvented using an approach based on the 

uncoupled solution of wall and fluid motion equatiolJs. The wall motion is ca.used by 

ch~nges in transmural pressure and changes in shear stres.'les exerted by the fluid. 

The' la.tter effect is left out of consideration, sitlce it would mainly result in 
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FIGURE 1.1. StMmalwal outJjn~ ()f 1M fmmerical approach """Ii for the analysis of &he flow field 
in 3D distensible mod~l!; t)f the carotid artery bifurcation. 

longitudinal wall motion which is severely limited by "tethering of the vessels to 

surrounding tissues" (Milnor. \990). In the uncoupled approach first the time 

dependent pressure distribution due to wave propagation is determined. Next the wall 

motion due to this time dependent pressure distribution is calculated. Finally the wall 

motion is prescribed as a boundary condition for the solution of the fluid motion. 

This approach is valid if the pressure distribution caUSing the wall motion is indeed 

mainly dependent on wave phenomena and not on what one could refer to as "local 

fluid flow effects". This assumption can be verified by comparing the contributions 

of the wave phenomena, which are O(PC1W), and local fluid flow effects, which are 

of O(~~, to the pressure distribution (Lighthill, 1978). This yields that the 

uncoupled approach is valid if the fluid velocity w is much smaller than the wave 

velo.:ity c!. For the carotid artel1' bifurcation a ratio w/ct '" 0.05 is found and the use 

of an uncoupled approach is therefore justifiable. 
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1.3. OurUNE OF 11IE STUDY. 

The outline of the study closely resembles the outline of the numerical 

approach whkh is schematically represented in figure 1.1. In chapter 2 an inventory 

is made of the hemodynamical, geometrical and mechanical data available for the 

carotid bifurcation in vivo. An ultrasound study was undertaken to gain additional 

data. The translation of these data into the models used in this iitudy is discussed. 

Before turning to the development of the models to be used in subsequent 

steps in the numerical approach, a description is given in chapter 3 of methods to be 

used for the experimental verification of these models. Methods to measure pres.~ure 

wave propagation, wall motion and fluid motion in latex or silicon rubber models are 

described. Attention is paid to the possibilities of modelling the mechanical 

behaviour of these latex or silicon rubber models. 

In chapter 4 a quasi ID linear model for the description of wave phenomena 

in the carotid bifurcation is developed. The modd is verified by comparing 

calculations of the propagation of a pressure pulse in latex bifurcation models with 

experimental results. The effect of the carotid sinus on the wave propagation is 

analyzed. Next the model is applied to the in vivo situation. The model is extended 

to account for the effect of reflections originating form peripheral vaScular beds. 

The wall motion of the carotid bifurcation due to the propagating pressure 

pulse is analyzed in chapter 5. The numerical method used for the solution of the 

geometrically non-linear system of equations is explained briefly and tested on a 

uniform tube. Next the ap~Hcation of this method to the carotid bifurcation is 

described. The mechanical behaviour of (he vessel wall is described with a Hookean 

constitutive relation. The choice of boundary conditions and the way in which the 1D 

pressure distribution is carried over to the 30 situation is discussed. The results of 

the analysis are discussed and illustrated by showing the deformation of the 

bifurcation at peak systole. 

In chapter 6 the final step in the numerical approach, the solution of the fluid 

motion equations, is described. After a brief description of the numerical method 

used fOr this purpose the numerical approach is applied to calculate the flow field in 

a uniform distensible tube. The availability of an analytic solution for this case 

(Womersley, 1957) allows the app~oach to be tested. Next the a~plication of the 

approach to the analysis of the the flow field in a 3D distensible model of the carotid 

bifurcation i$ described. Time dependent axial and secondary velOCity profiles 
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obtained from the analysis are shown and discussed. 

'rile effect of the distensibility of the vessel wall on the flow field is pJ:eSl:me<i 

in chapter 7. Flow fields calculated for distensible and rigid models of the carotid 

bifurcation are compared. Attention is paid 10 the shape of the recirculation areas and 

the wall shear stress in the carotid sinus. The influence of the magnitude of 

peripheral reflections is also analyzed. 

Finally, in chapter 8 general conclusions are drawn, and topics for future 

research are indicated. 





------------------~CHAPTER2--------------------~ 

PHYSIOLOGICAL SITUATION 

2.1. INTRODUCTION. 

In this chapter data for the in viw carotid bi(Urcation and their translation to 

properties of the models used in the pn:sent study will be discussed. In section 2.2 

the choice of the model geometry and the flow situation are commented. Data on the 

mechanical properties of the common and internal carotid artery reported in literature 

are discussed in section 2.3.1. The results of an ultrasound ltudy which was 

undertaken to gain additional information on the mechanical properties of the carotid 

bifurcation region are presented in sectiOn 2.3.2. A discussion on wave phenomena in 

the carotid bifurcation region is given in section 2.4. 

2.2. GEOMETRICAL AND HEMODYNAMlCAL PROPERTIES. 

The carotid artery bifurcation consists of a parent branch, the common carotid 

artery, which asymmetrically divides illto two daughter branches, the internal and 

external carotid arteries. The internal carotid artery supplies the cerebrovascular bed 

with blood, while the external carotid artery supplies the v~ular bed of the 

extracranial facial structures. The geometry of the carotid artery bifurcation models 

uSed in this study is identical to the geometry USed in previous studies where the 3D 

flow field in rigid models of the carotid artery bifUlcation was analyzed (Rindt el aI., 

1988, 1990; Rindt, 1989) (fig.2.1). This geometry is based on angiographical data 

collected by Balasubramanian (1979), and although there is some discussion on the 

exact geometry these data seem to give a reasonable description of the in vivo 

situatiOll (Rindt, 1989). A characteristic feature of the carotid anery bifurcation is the 

Widening in the proximal part of the internal carotid artery, the carotid sinllS. The 

diameter of the external ca(otid artery is somewhat larger in its proximal pan too. 

The flow rate in the common carotid artery dealt with in the present study is 

identical to the f:1ow rate used in previous studies on rigid models of the carotid 
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common 
carotid 
artery 

FIGURE 2.1. Geometry of tile c/lrotid «rlery h;/uncatioll based on data collecled by 
Balasuhramallian (1979) (d;mensians in mm). 

bifurcation (va.n de Vos~, 1987; Rindt et aI., 1987; Rindt, 1989) (fig.2.2), and is 

similar 10 the flow (ates measured tn vivo by Ku (1983). The flow rate consists of a 

systolic phase in which the flow accelerates to a rale 2-5 times its mean value, the 

lalter being about 4.5 cm3js. After a deceleration phase at the end of which tWO 

fluctuations occur, the flow ratt is steady during the major part of diastole. The flQw 

can be ch<lr<lcterized by two dimensionless parameters: 

Reynolds number Re .. 2Rw!v (2,1) 

Womersley's parameter a .. R(wlv)~ (2.2) 

Taking the radius of the common carotid artery from the data Qf Balasubramanian 

(1979), R = 4 '10-3 m, and assuming the kinematic viscosity of blood to be equal tQ 

v = 3.5 ·10-6 m2s-I , :!I mean Reynolds number Re = 200 is found. With a hean 

frequency of wl2n = 1 s-I Womersley's parameter a is about S. 
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FIGURE 1.1. Flaw pube in the CommOll carotid artery_ 

In previous studies on the flow phenomonain rigid models of the carotid 

bifurcation, only pure Newtonian fluids were dealt with. The aim of the present study 

is to analyze the effect of the wall distensibility on the flow phenomena. To be able 

to make the comparison with the studies in rigid models, non-Newtonian effects were 

not taken into acCOunt. 

23. MECHANICAL PROPERTJES. 

2.3.1- Uterature survey. 

The mechanical properties of aneries depend on the mechanical properties of 

the arterial wall, their geometry and their anatomical environment (Milnor, 1989). 

The arterial wall contains a variety of tissues including smooth muscle which is an 

active element influenced by the metabolical environment. Its mechankal properties 

are therefore very complex, including anisotropic, non-linear and viscoelastic 

behaviour. Aneries in viva are subject to longitudinal stretching, mainly by 

connective tissue that "tethers" them to surrounding structures. Sevetal studies have 

been reported in literature on the detemtination of the relationship between 

circumferential stress and circumferenlial strain for the arterial wall. Usually this 

relationship is calculated from measurements of pressure-radius relationships using 
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FIGURE 2.3. Increm<nlal modJJ./1LI' for younK and 014 human aLlbject. f~ported by l.earoyd and 
Taylor (1965). 

linear deformation theory, f.e. as described by Bergel (1961a,b). Because of the 

non-linear behaviour of the arterial wall the results are expn:ssed in terms of the 

so-called incremental elastic modulus which is the ratio between change in strain and 

corresponding change in stress and which is a function of pressure. Figure 2.3 shows 

the data for the common carotid artery obtained by Learoyd and Taylor (1965). 

Apart from the fact that the application of linear deformation theory is 

doubtful, the data necessary for the detennination of the incremental elastic modulus 

can onl y be obtai ned using ill vitro Or in situ techniques. III vivo measurements for 

the common carotid artery using ultraoound techniques (Reneman et ai., 1985,1986) 
yield rdative diameter changes due to the hean pulse which an: 10% in young 

(20-39 years) and 5% in old (50-60 years) subjects. These n:lative diameter changes 

are Significantly larger than might be expected on basis of in vitro or in situ data. 

This suggests that the arterial wall is stiffer in vitro or in situ, ptobably due to 

violations of the anatomical or metabolical environment. On the basis of arguments 

given in appendix A, ollly ill vivo data seem to provide physiologically relevant 

information on the mechanical properties of arteries. 

It is beyond the scope of the present study to develop a mechanical model for 

distensible arteries incorporating a constitutive model for the arterial wall and II. 

description of the interaction with tne anatomical environment. lnstead the 

mechanical properties of the arteries will be characterized by their cross-sectional 
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compliance, defined as the ratio between the cross-sectional area change due to the 

1I0nnal heart pulse and the difference between systolic and diastolic pressure 

(Reneman et al., 1986). Because it is impossible to measure the pressure in the 

common carotid artery non-invasively, Reneman el al. (1986) used the 

systolic-diastolic pressure difference in the brachial artery measured non-invasively 

using the standard auscultatory method with an inflatable cuff. A highly simplified 

constitutive equation, based on a linear relationship between the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff 

stress tensor and the Green-Lagrange strain tellSOr (sections 3.3 and 5.1), is used in 

the present study to model the arterial wall. The material parameters of this model 

are chosen in such a way as to fit the data of Reneman et al. (1986). 

2.3.2. tntrasound study . 

• 1) addition to information on the cross-sectional compliance (for convenience 

referred to as compliance) of the common carotid artery, data on the compliance DC 
the internal and external carotid arteries are also required in the present study. The 

results of Reneman el al. (1985) include data on the relative diameter changes for the 

carotid SI IlUS and the internal carotid artery. In the younger group the relative 

diameter changes varied from 11% in the sinus to 9% in the internal carotid artery, 

ill the older group values were found of 4% and 5%, respectively. 

To gain supplemelltaryinformation, especially on the compliance of the 

external carotid artery and the way the compliance varies in the carotid bifurcation 

region, all uitrasoulld study was undertaken at the Ulliversity of Limburg. Only a few 

people have a carotid bifurcation oriented geometrically in such a way that 

measurements in the external carotid artery are possible. For this reason the study 

was limited to a Single healthy male volunteer, aged 19 years. Using a duplelC pulsed 

Doppler system ill combillation with a dedicated processing system to analyze the 

RF~signals produced by the ultrasound system in M-mode (Hoeks et aI., 1990) the 

time-varying inner diameter was recorded during the cardiac cycle at a number of 

positions ill the common, internal alld external carotid arteries. Simultaneously, the 

arterial pressure in the finger was measured using a finger plethysmomanometer 

(Finapress, Ohmeda) as described by Penaz (1973). This method has the advantage 

over the measurement of the pressure in the brachial artery that continuous 

monitorillg is possible. Sets of three subsequellt cardiac cycles were selected 10 

determine the diastolic diameter, the difference between systolic al)d diastolic 
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diameter and the difference between systolic and diastolic pressure. 

Figure 2.4 shows the results for the diameter and the compliance of the 

common, internal and external oawtid arteries. The diameterS found are smaller than 

those reported by Balasubramanian (1979), but agree very well with the data reported 

by most other investigators, an overview of which is given by Rindt (1989). The 

diameter of the proximal part of the internal carotid artery is nearly equal to the 

diameter of the common carotid artery. The diameter of the distal part of the inlemal 

carotid artery and the extemal carotid artery are significantly $maller. The data 

suggest that the length of the carotid sinus is about two times its diameter, which is 

in a.greement with observa.tions made by Balasubramanian (1979). No evidence could 

be found for the presence of a widening in the proximal part of the external carotid 

artery since it was not possible to make meaSurements in this region- 1"he complianoe 

found for the common carotid artery is equal to the values reported hy Renemart tt 

al. (1986). In the proximal part of the internal oarotid artery similaT values for the 

compliance are found, while the distal part of the internal carotid artel)' and 
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especially the external carotid artery are less compliant. This difference in 

compliance might be attributed to the smaller diameter of these vessels. However, 

the fact that the internal and external carotid arteries contain more muscular fibers 

and less elastic fibers than the common carotid artery and the carotid sinus 

(Muratori, 1969) might also playa role in this respect. 

2.4. WA VB PHENOMENA. 

The distensibility of the wall not only results in wall motion but also in the 

occurrence of wave phenomena. Therefore, pressure and flow disturbances will travel 

through the system with a finite velocity while attenuating due to viscous effects in 

the fluid and the wall, and they will reflect at discontinuities. Only very few data on 

wave propagation and reflection in the human carotid bifurcation arc reported in 

literature. Bramwell and Hill (1922) measured the wave velOCity in the in YUro 

common carotid artery, Looking at the speed with which the so-called foot of the 

pressure pulse traveled, they found wave velocities ranging from 6.8 - 8.3 m/s. Using 

their ultrasound pulsed echo technique Arndt ef al.(196S, 1969) iound, tracking to 

the foot of the diameter pulse, wave velocities ranging from 3.8 - 5.3 m/s. The 

difference between the results of Bramwell and HilI and those of Arndt et aL most 

likely reflects the difference between the compliance of arteries found ill vitro or in 

vivo: the lower compliance found ill virro results in higher wave velocities. 

No measurements on the attenuation of waves in the human common carotid 

artery were reported in literature. Measurements in large arteries in the dog 

(McDonald and Gessner, 1968; Wetterer et aI., 1978; Busse et af., 1979; Li et al., 

1981) yielded values fOr the wave attenuation ranging from 2% - 30% per 10 cm. 

The results are strongly dependent on the measurement technique used, and can only 

be interpreted cautiously. Viscoelastic effects in the arterial wall playa major role in 

the attenuation of waves (Horsten et ai., 1989; Reuderink et al., 1989). Since little is 

known about both the attenuation of waves and the viscoelastic properties of the 

arterial wall, and since viscoelastic properties are difficult to model experimentally 

or numerically, no attempt is made in the present ~tudy to model the attenuation of 

waves. Besides, due to the small length of the carotid bifurcation region modeled in 

the present study, attenuation of waves is probably not very important in the 

description of the pressure distribution, 
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In the description of reflection phenomena in an arterial segment the 

reflections originating from the segment itself and those originating from the 

peripheral vascular bed are usually distinguished. g.eflections originating from the 

segment itself are usually referred to as local reflection phenomena. The term global 

reflection phenomena is used to refer to the combination of these local reflection 

phenomena and the reflections originating from peripheral vascular beds (Milnor, 

1989). No literature data are available on the reflection phenomena playing a role in 

the carotid artery bifurcation region. A model for the calculation of local reflection 

phenomena. Le. reflections originating from the carotid bifurcation region itself, is 

presented in section 4.2.4. Ultrasound measurements (Bloch, 1981) showed that the 

flow wave forms in the COmmon, internal and external carotid arteries are quite 

different. This might be attributed to the fact that the peripheral vascular beds of 

these arteries show extreme anatomical differences" The external carotid artery 

bifurcates rapidly into many arteries, each supplying different vascular beds. The 

reflection..~ originating from these vascular beds have dilferent magnitude and phase, 

increasing and decreasing each others effects. Therefore it is unlikely that this will 

result in the presence of a strong reflected wave in the external carotid artery" The 

internal carotid artery has a constant diameter up to the bifurcation in the circle of 

Willis. Both the geometry and the function of the circle of Willis are so complex 

(Hillen et aL, 1982,1986) that it is very difficult to speculate on reflections arising 

from this poinL However, since the cerebrovascular bed olferS a low peripheral 

resistance (Bloch, 1981), One might possibly regard the internal carotid altery as a 

tube terminated with an "open end". This may result in the preselJce of a significant 

reflected flow wave with positive phase, explaining the difference in wave forms 

observed by Bloch. In section 4.42 this will be discussed in some more detail. 
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

3.1. INTRODUCTION. 

In this chapter the methods for the experimental verification of the models to 

be developed will be described. However, in the present study only the models for 

the description of wave phenomena were subject to comparison with experimental 

results. The methods used for this purpose: are described in section 3.2. The reason 

for the limited experimental effort is the difficulty in modelling the mechanical 

properties of the silicon rubber tubes used in pulse wave and laser Doppler 

experiments. In section 3.3 it will be shown that a constitutive relationship 

commonly referred to as Neo-Hookean would be useful for that purpose. However, 

the finite element package employed for the calculations of wall motion did not yet 

SUPI?0rt the combination of this constitutive relationship with the shell element type 

chosen_ At, an allemative the less suited Hookean constitutive relationship was used 

in the analysis of the influence of wall deformability on the velocity field. 

Consequently it was not useful to measure fluid velocities in siliCOn rubber models 

for the purpose of validation of the numedca.lly predicted fluid velocities. 

Nevertheless, as an illustration of the application of laser Doppler anemometry in 

distensible models, the results of a preliminary study in a uniform tube are presented 

in section 3.4. 

3.2. WAVE PROPAGATIOK 

3.2.1. Experimentalsct-up. 

Pressure wave propagation was studied in latex model~ mounted under a 

slight pre-strain (5-10%) between an impulse generator at the proximal eod ano a 

rcsCl:voir at the distal end (fig.3.!). The models are supponed by a horizontal bench, 

and kept on a reference pressure of about 3kPa using a reservoir to prevent them 

from collapse. The impulse generator co"nsists of a pressure vessel and a magnetic 
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FIGURE 3.1. ,xperimerrtlJl so/·up f()r studying wave propagation 

latex 
model 

reservoir 

valve, and is described in detail by Horsten et al. (1989). It allows the generation of 

pressure p~lses up to 300 Pa, with a duration of 12-14 ml';, and a frequency content 

typically up to lOO Hz (fig.3.2). Because of their short wave length, the use of 

impulses allows to distinguish between reflections originating frum discontinuities in 

the model itself and those originating frum its terminations. The propagation of the 

press~re waves was studied using a catheter-tip manometer (Millar, 5F) connected to 

a modified pre-amplifier (Philips 9822). The catheter-tip manometer was guided 

through a rigid metal tube to avoid contact with the walls of the model. 

Cross-sectional area changes, necessary for the calculation of the dynamic 

compliance. were determined using three reflective object sensors (OPB 253A, 

Oplron Inc} Ont sensor was used to register diameter changes in the vertical 

direction, the other two were used in the horizontal direction. In this way it is 

possible to correct the calculations of the cross-sectional area changes for the effect 

of gravity, giving the tube a slightly ellipsoidal shape. Both the reflective: Object 

sensors and the determination of the compliance will be discussed in mOre detail in 

the next paragraph. Catheter-tip manometer and reflective object sensOr signals were 

amplified (Tektronix AMS02), and on-line NO converted using a PCM2 data 

acquisition system (Dortmans tIl al., 1986) and an IBM-XT compatible computer. 
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The triggering of the valve and the data- acquisition systtm was dQne automatically. 

The measurement time was 0.5 s, during which 1000 samples were taken. At each 

position the registration of the pulse propagation was averaged over ::W 

measurements. Fourier-analysis and calculations in the frequency domain were 

usually performed for the first 50, but occasionally 100 hannonics. 

The propagation of pressure waves was studied in 4 types of models: a 

discrete transition (fig.4.1) and a compact transition (figA.3) in a uniform tube, a 

diSCrete bifurcation (fig.4.2) and a model of the carotid bifurcation. The first two 

models were created using silicon latex tubing (Penrose nr.5, Willy RUsch, 

Waiblingen, FRG). The transitions were made by sliding a segment of similar tubing 

over the first one. Oata on the resulting geometries are given in the tables 

accomp'lOying the figures. Two lengths were taken for the compact transition: 2.2 

and 7 em. The geometry of the carotid bifurcation model was based on angiograplJic 

data obtained by Balasubramanian (fig.2.1). The geometry of the discrete bifurcation 

was deduced from the carotid bifurcation. The bifurcation angle and the diameters of 

the common, internal and external arteries were taken equal to the carotid bifurcation 

model, while the widenings present in the earotid bifurcation distal from the 

bifurcation point were omitted. Both models were scaled 2.5:1, giving the COmmon 

artery a mooel diameter of 2 em. The wall thickness of the models was made equal 

to 0.25 mm. Details on manufacturing these models are given in appendix B. 
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3.2-2- Dynamic compliance. 

The compliance, being the ratio between cross-sectional area and pressure 

changes, will play a major role in modelling wave phenomena. Since these wave 

phenomena will be 4escribed in the frequency domain, the amplitude and phase of 

the compliance preferably need to be detennined for each frequency component. In 

this way the viscoelastic behaviour of the tube wall, which plays a significant role in 

the propagation of waves through latex tubes (Hor.>len er al., 1989; lb:uderink: et ai., 

1989), is accounted for. Tills so-called dynamic compliance could not be deterrnined 

in the in vivo study described in chaptet 2 because of limitations in the measurement 

of local pressure. However, in latex tubes the local pressure can be measured simply 

using a catheter-tip manometer. 

In addition to the pressure the cross·sectional area changes need to be 

measured. Because of the small wall thickness the use of a contact free method is 

preferred_ A reliable, accurate and inexpensive solution is the application of so'-Called 

reflective ohject sensorS. The ones used in this study (OPB 253A, Optron Inc., 

Texas) consist of an infra-red light emitting diode (LED) and a photo-transistor in a 

single package. The principle of operation is fairly simple: light, emitted by the 

LED, reflects at the tube wall and is (partly) received on the surface of the 

photo-transistor (fig.3.3). The distance between the reflective object sensor and the 

tube wall influences the amount of light received by the photo.transistor, and ill> a 

consequence the output VOltage will change. If this distance is velY small, almost nQ 

reflected light will he cast upon the photo-transistor (fig.3.3a). With increasing 

distance this amount of light will increase rapidly (fig.3.3b) until a maximum is 

re;lched, after which the intensity of the light received falls due to the divergence of 

the reflected light beam (fig.3.3c). In the present study the operation point was set on 

the up-going ramp allowing wall excursions up to 1 mm to be registered 

unambiguously. The sensors are mounted in a set-up with two micrometers for each 

SenSOr. This enables traversion in the tangential and radial direction relative to the 

tube, In order to calibrate the sensors the output voltage was registered with the 

sensor positioned at a number of prescribed radial distances flom the tube. A 

calibration cutve wa.~ determined by flning a 3rd or 5th order polynomial through 

these data. The dependence of the output signal on the properties of the reflecting 

surface requires a separate calibration procedure to be performed for each 
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measurement site. A numerical and experimental analysis of the accuracy of the 

measurement method is given by Reuderink (1988). For the tubes and diameter 

changes rdevant in the pre-~ent study the accuracy is better than 0.02 mm. 

Horst~n et al. (1989) calculated cross-sectional area changes from measured 

ch'lOges in vertical diameter d". Because the bottom side of the lUbe is supported, the 

advantage of this approach is that only a single optic sensor is required. The 

disadvantage is that the cross-~ctional area is assumed to have a circular shape 

which might not be the case due to the effect of gravity. In the p(l~sent study two 

additional sensors were ilpplied, one on each sidt: of the tube, to measure the 

horh:ontal diameter dh as well. The necessity of the use of these extra sensors is 

illustrated in figure 3.4 which shows the changes in horizontal and vertical diameter 

following deflation of a uniform silicon rubber tuhe (Penrose nr.5) to be used in 

wave propagation experiments. Changes in vertical diameter are larger than the 

changes in horizontal diameter: due to the effect of gravity the shapt: of the 

cross-sectional area is more elliptic at lower transmural pressure values. The use of a 

single sensor measuring vertical diameter changes \eads to an overestimation of the 

compliancc, providing an explanation for the discrepancies between theoretically aDd 

experimentally determined wave velocities found by Horsten er al. (1989) 

[n order \0 determine the dynamiC compliance at a certain location a pressure 

pulse waS generated and the resulting local pressure and diameter changes were 

measured simultaneously. Next, the dynamic compliance can be calculated from Ihe 

Foul'ier·components of these pressure (dp) and diameter changes (ddv and ddw: 

(3.1) 

with dhO and dvo the horizontal and vertical diameter in the reference situation. A 

typical example of a result is presented in figure 3.5, which shows the real and 

imaginary part of the dynamic compliance as a function of frequency_ Note that the 

imaginary part is slightly negative, while the real part is pOSitive. This indicates that 

diameter changes indeed lag behind pressure changes. Very unrealistic values for the 

dynamic compliance arc found for frequencies around 40 Hz and above 70 Hz. 
Referring to figure 3.2 these 3re thc frequencies at which the harmonics do not 

contribute significantly to the pressure pulse, resulting in inaccurate results in the 

determination of the dynamic compliance. One might think that this is not much of a 
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problem since the harmonics concerned hardly playa role in the calculation of the 

propagation of the wave. However, extremely deviating values for the dynamic 

compliance can lead to huge amplification coefficients for the hannonics involved, 

allowing them to make, erroneously, a significant or even dominant contribution to 

the propagation wave. Therefore linear interpolations are applied to those regioDll 

where the data for the dynamic compliance are unreliable. 

3.3. WALL MonON_ 

An apPfopriste co[)'stitulive relationship for the deSCription of the mechanical 

behaviour of isotropic, incompressible materials like latex or silicon-rubber ill 

commonly referred to as Neo·Hookean: 

!I" -ql + 2a (E'I;:"-1) (3.2) 

with glhe Cauchy stress tensor, E the deformation tensor, and 1 the unit tensor. The 

parameter q can be determined USing the eqUilibrium equation and the 

incompressibility condition. The material parameter €:I has been detennined from 
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uni-axial tension tests (Zwick tensile tester, type 1434). Samples were cut out of dle 

same silicon tubing (Penrose, nr.5) as was used in wave propagation experiments. 

The samples (6 by 40 mm, 0.14 mm thick) were eXpOsed to a cyclic strain with 

amplitude between 0 and 34%. The axial stress (J was calculated from the force F 

exerted on the sample, the actual length 1 of the sample, and cross-sectional area Ao 

and length 10 in the reference (no-strain) situation: 

F I 
a= Ao1O 

From equation 3.2 the (ollowing rdation can be derived for the axiall!tress: 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where). '" lflo is the elongation factor. From figure 3.6 it is clear that the relation 

between (J and)" 2 -VA is almost perfectly linear with a" 1.11 ± 0.08 N/Inm2. 

A uniform tube, with a reference length 10. is first stretched to a length 10', and 

then exposed to a transmural pressure. The relationship between pressure and outer 

radius, derived from equation 3.1 reads (Willems, 1989): 

with Ro and Ri the Quter and inner radius Olspectively. The subscript 0 refers to the 

reference situation. The parameter D is a function of the axial pre-strain ez '" 

( lo-/o')/Io~ 

(3.6) 

Fib'lITe 3.7 shows how the pressure-diameter relationship according to eq.3.5 

compares with the experimental results. The experimental set-up was similar to the 

one described in section 3.2.1. The diameter used in the experimentally determined 

relationship is the average of horizontal and vertical diameter. The agreement 

hetween the two curves is fair, especially at higher axial pre-strain. The discrepancy 

between the two curves can nOl be attributed to inaccuracie~ in the determination of 
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the material parameters (Willems, 1989) and should therefore be attributed to the 

assumed material model. For example it is possible that the assumption of 

incompressibility is not entirely COllec\. 

A:s a.heady mentioned in the introduction of this chapter a linear elastic 

relation between the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor P, and the Green-Lagrange 

strain tensor E will be used in the calculalioD& described in chapter 5. For isotropic 

material this relation reads: 

l '" A tr(E)l + 2p..ti (3.1) 

The parameters au and al are the Lamt constants, which can be expressed in tht 

Young's modulus M and Poisson's ration v: 

Mv 
Clo '" (i+v) (1-2v) 

M 
al=~ (3.8) 

This so-called Hookean mechanical behaviour yields for a uni-axial tension test a 

linear relation between the a)[ial 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress P and the 3)[ial 

Creen-Lagrange strain E: 

P = ME (3.9) 

Using the relation between st and eo the definition of ~ and '" (A/Ao), the 

following relations can be derived: 

2 
P = (J"~ (3.10) 

£" ~(A2_1) (3.11) 

I-' " I-v(J..-l) (3.12) 

It is assumed that the Poisson ratio 'V"'O.5, representing incompressibility at small 

deformations. The results from the tension test presented in figure 3.8, indicate that 

the relation between P and E is not linear at all. The gradient of the calVe varies 

between 1-28 • 0.3 N/rnrn2. 
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Again a pressure-diameter relationship can be calculated for a uniform tube 

under an axial pre-strain E"" " HJ..,,z-l), this time based on a Hookean constitutive 

relationship (Willems, 1989): 

p,,_l_!!....L~ [~[r~;r-l]+VE'll] 
1-Hh/R) R ).,. 1 - y- l ~ (3.13) 

with 

In these equations the radius is represented by R = (Ro+Ri)/2, and the reference wall 

thickness ho" RoO-RiO' In figure 3.9 the analytical pressure-diameter relations arc 

compared with the experimental results. Three different values for the Young's 

modulus were used, corresllonding to the lower, upper and average values found in 

the tension test. The shape of the theoretically determined curves is different from 

the experimentally determined curve, shOWing that the Hookean relationship does not 

give a good representation of the mechanical behaviour. Nevertheless it is obvious 

that it is pOliSible to choose the Young's modulus in such a way that the difference 

fouod between experimental and theoretical results is of the same order of magnitude 

as found when using the Neo-Hookean relationship, 
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3.4. FLUID MOTION. 

The application of laser Doppler anemometry requires thilt the models to be 

used are translucent. A silicon rubber, which is sufficiently translucent, suitable for 

molding and with appropriate mechanical properties, is the silicone rubber Sylgatd 

184 (Dow Coming). Uniform tubes, with a length of 50 em, a radius equal to 10 mm, 

and a wall thicknMs of 1 mm, were prepared in a perspex mold with a stainless steel 

core. The refraction index of Sylgard 184 was found to vary around 1.41. The 

variation is presumably caused by differences in the ratio between tne curing agent 

and the silicone elastomer which have te be mixed to produce Sylgard. 

An experimental set-up suitable for the application of laser Doppler 

ancmometry in a distensible tube is shown in figure 3.10. The tube is mounted in II 

rectangular perspex reservoir. The concentration of the calcium chlond solution is 

adjusted to give this solution a refraction index equal to the tube wall. The 

concentration required IS about 30%, giving the fluid a dynamical Viscosity of 

3.9 .10-3 kg/ms and a density (If 1304 kg/m3, The perfusing fluid was identical to the 

fluid surrounding the tube. Fastacryl powder (0.25 gil) was added to the perfusing 

fluid to guarantee enough light to be scattered for laser Doppler anemometry 
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FIGURE 3.10. Experimental ;set-up for l~"'r-Dcppler anel/1()/Miiry in diM",.,ibl" madeLr. 

purposes. The distal end of the tube is connected to a second {eser:voir, ~roviding a 

t{ansmural pressure of about 3kPa to prevent the tube from collapse. The lUbe was 

perfused by a magnetic gear pump (Verder) and a Superpump (Vivitro Systems) 

producing a sinusoidally varying flow rate between Re " 60 and Re " 485. The laser 

Doppler anemometry equipment (DISA) is identical to the one used and described in 

detail by Rindt (1989). The measurement volume had an ellipsoidal sha.pe with axes 

equal to 0.18, 0.06 and 0.06 mm. The measurement volume was positioned by 

traversing the laser Doppler anemometer using stepper mOtorS (Superior Electric) and 

digital linea.r encoders (Heidenhain LS303) and controlled by the PCM2 

measurement system (Dortmans et ai., 1986). 

The relative diameter change caused by the sinusoidally varying now rate was 

found to be 3.3%. Using the well known M~ns-Koneweg equation (Pedley, 1981) 

this corresponds to a wave velocity of about 7 mis. In \'igure 3.11 the results obtained 

for the axial velocity protile at a number of points of the flow cycle are presented. 

The profiles found are similar to the Ones know from Womersley's theory (1957), 

including the presence of negative now areas near the wall during some part of the 
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flow cycle. Of special interest are the fluid velocities dose to the wall, as from these 

the wall shear stress at the wall can he calculated. The results of an attempt to 

measure these velocities are shown in figure 3.12. The. po~ition of the wall at each 

time step is difficult to deduce from these measurements, but apparemly it changes 

from 9 to 8.7 mm in the lime period under consideration. Although for in..~tance the 

presence of flow reversal during part of the flow cycle is clearly visible, it is 

doubtful whether laser Doppler anemometry can provide me;tsurement data accurate 

enough to detect the influence of the distensibility of the tube wall on the time 

varying wall shear stress. 
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WA VB PROPAGATION 

4.1. INTRODUcnON. 

The distensibility of the arterial wall results in the occurrence of wave phenomena, 

Le. pressure and flow disturbances travel with tinite velocity, experience damping, 

and will reflect at discontinuities. Modds for the description of wave phenomena in 

arterie."> are discussed in many textbooks (McDonald, 1974; Milnor, 1989; Pedley, 

1980). Recently Horsten et al. (1989) and Reuderink et aL (1989) showed 

experimentally that the velocity and damping of waves in unifonn viscoelastic latel( 

tubes can be described accurately using a linear quasi-lD model. For the description 

of wave phenomena in nonunifonn or bifurcating geometries reflection phenomena 

are important. The method for the 1D description of wave reflections at transitions of 

which the length is much smaller than the wave length, commonly referred to as 

compact transitions, is well !wown (Ughthill, 1978; Pedley, 1980). Two equations. 

expressing the conditions of continuity of pressure and flow rate across the transition, 

can be solved to give the reflection and transmission coeffidtnt.~ relating incident, 

reflected and transmitted waves. 

Relatively few experimental studies have been perfQnned to evaluate this 

method" Relevant work is done by Newman and coworkers (Newman et aI., 1981, 

1983; Greenwald and Newman, 1982) who studied the reflection of pressure pulses 

at transitiollS in uniform latex tubes, latex bifurcations and the canine aortic 

trifurcation. Their experiments confhmed the theoretical predictions of the magnitude 

of the reflection coefficient. However, a limitation in their approach is that simplified 

frequency independent expressions were used to describe the properties of the tubes" 

Only the magnitude of the retlected wave was studied and no attention was paid to 

its shape. Another problem is the limitation of the experiments to case$ in which the 

transitions were undoubtedly compact, for example the case of bifurcating uniform 

tubes. In the present study this type of transitions will be referred to as discrete 

(tigA.l,2). The term compact will be used for transitions with lengths which are on 

one hand still significantly smaller than the wave length, but on the other hand 
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are so large that their compliance and the inertia of the fluid contained within these 

transitions have to be taken into account. The carotid artery bifuroation might be an 

example showing compact traMitions from the bifurcation point to the external and 

internal carotid arteries (fig.4.4). 

In section 4.2 a model more comprehensive than the one usea by Newman 

and coworkers will be developed for the description of the wave phenomena in the 

c~Ntid bifurcation. Frequency dependent expressions for the description of the 

propagation and reflection of the waves are used. The influence of the complicated 

geometry of the carotid bifurcation Oil the pressure pulse is accounted for, using an 

integral description of the effect of the two transitions. Not only the model as a 

whole but also its con~tituents are tested by comparing calculations with experiments 

performed on latex models as described in chapter 3. The results are discussed in 

section 4.3. In section 4.4 the time dependent pressure distribution due to wave 

propagation is calculated for the physiological situation. First, attention is paid to the 

so-called local reflection phenomena arising from the bifurcation itself. Next the 

model will be extended to analyse the effects of reflections originating from distal 

v IISCu I ar beds. 

4.2. THEORETICAL MODELS DESCRIBING WA VB PHENOMENA 

4.2.1. Uniform tubes. 

The Hneari~ed onc-dimensional mass and momentum equations for unsteady viscous 

flow through a distensible tube can be written as (Borsten et aI., 1989; Reuderink et 

aI., 1989) 

(4.1) 

au ap P"Jt + M = -Iou (4.2) 

In these equations A ... nR2 is the cross-sectional area of the lube, Ao is the 

cross-sectional area. in the reference state, p is the fluid density, u(x,t) and p(x,t) are 

the axial velocity and transmural pressure, both averaged over the cross-seClional 

area, and 10 is the so-called friction function. The assumption of one--4imensionality 
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holds if the wave length is large compared to the diameter of the tube. The 

line<lrizatiQn requires that the disturbances from the reference state are small, that is 

when A-Ao is small compared to AI), and the fluid velocity u is much smaller than 

the phase velocity c of the wave. Due to the assumed linearity the equations can be 

solved in the frequency domain by substituting harmonic solutions 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

(4.3c) 

where w is the angular frequency and y is the complex propagation coefficient: 

T" a+jb (4.4) 

The exponential decrease of the amplitude of the waves is described by the damping 

coefficient a. The phase velocity of the waves is given by cl""wlb. Viscoelastic wall 

behaviour is described by an eJl:llerimentally determined constitutive relationship 

between p and A 

(4.5) 

where C(m) is the dynamic compliance. For the friction function fo a frequency 

dependent expression is used (HofSten et aI., 1989), derived from the 

two-dimension<ll theory for unsteady fully developed flow in unifonn viscotlaslic 

tubes (Womersley, 1957). For lUbes onder maximal longitndinal tethering, i.e. no 

longitudinal wallll1otioll is allowed, this expression re<lds: 

(4.6) 

Here '1'/ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and Je) and JI are Bessel functions of 
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order zero and one, respectively. Substitution of equations (4.3), (4.5) and (4.6) in 

equations (4.1) and (4,2) yields, after putting the detenninant of this set to ~[o: 

where the positive (negative) sign holds for waves travelling in the pOsiti'Ve 

(negative) x-direction-

4.2.2. Oiscr:ete transitions and bi furcations. 

As already staled transitions which are highly compact will be referred to as 

discrete tra.nsitions. In these cases the length of the transition is so small compared to 

the wave length that there is no differ:ence in pressure or flow rate between both ends 

of the transition- The reflection phenomena can then be described based on the 

equations of continuity of pressure and flow rale across the transition. Figure 4.1 

shows a discrete transition caused by a sudden increase in wall thickness. Here the 

incident pressure and flow wave are represented by p+ and Q+ respecti'Vely, the 

reflected waves by p- and Q- and the transmitted waves by PI and Qt. Continuity of 

pressure and flow rate at the transition yields: 

p++p-=p, (4.8) 

(4.9) 

The ratio between the amplitude of a single traveling pressure wave and the 

amplitude of the flow wave is depcnde[lt on the impedance Z or admittance Y of the 

tube. An expression for the impedance or admittance can be obtained by substituting 

equations (4.3) and (4.5) in equation (4.1) and using Q '" AoU; 

1 n :roC(,,·\ 
Y{ru) .. Z[w)''' ~ = ~ 

p 
(4,10) 

Suhstitution of equation (4.10) in equations (4_8) and (4.9) results in expression~ for 
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x<L x>L 

dh 18.1 18.5 

elY 17.8 16.2 

h 0.15 0.3 

L 

() () 
FIGURE 4.1. WQ~ pMMmentJ in It discrete tran3uiD1L TM table gi.u 1M ~1UUms (nun) of lF1t; 
cQrreJp<mding lalU; m<Xf.et dh " horizolllal diluMler, dv .. vllnic,# ditJrrlt:ter, h " wall thickne!S8. 

the reflection coefficient r and the transmission coefficient T; 

r(w) "'? '" Y - Y, 
p+ Y + Yl 

1{w) .. ~ .. ---1L 
p+ y + Y, 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

wh<':re Y is the admittance of the lube proximal to the transition, and Y1 the 

admittance of the tube distal to the transition. The propagation of an incident wave 

Po at position x .. 0 in a tube with a discrete transition at x = L can be expressed as 

x<L: 

p<w,x) '" p~w,x) + p.,(w,x) 

= po( w)e-Y< w)x[hr( w)e -2}'( w)(L-x)] (4.13a) 

x>L: 

p<w,.x) = pt,{w,.x) 

'" Po(w)e-n(w)LT(w)e-y,(w)(x-L) (4.13b) 
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p+---
p- '" 

FIGURE 4_2_ Wa>e phenomgr/(j in a discrete bifurcati<m. 

wit'h y and YI the propagation coefficients for the parts of the tube proximal and 

distal to the transition, respectively_ 

In a similar way expressions can be obtained for the reflection and 

transmission coefficient of a bifurcation of uniform tubes (figA.2), here briefly 

referred to as a discrcle bifurcation: 

T1(W) = ~ = Tj(w) 
p+ 

(4.14) 

(4.15 a) 

(4.1Sb) 

Here, PI! and Pt2 are the waves Iransmined into the daughter tubes, and Y1 and Yz are 

the impedances of these daughter tubes. 
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4.2.3. Compact transitions. 

When the lenglh of the traDSition is no longer negligible, i.e. when its length 

is not very small compared to the wave length, it is no longer allowed to apply the 

eqnations of continuity of pressure and flow rate across the transition as exp~ in 

equations (4.8) and (4.9). However, if the transition length is such that the transition 

can still be regarded as compact it is ~ible to use a relatively simple description 

of the reflection phenomena. Figure 4.3 shows an example of a compact tf(IDSition 

with area AI)l and compliance em in otherwise uni{onn tubing, The equations of mass 

(4_1) and momentum conservation (4.2) describing the wave phenomena in the 

transition are simplified by making substitutions based on the compactness of the 

transition. First, average values for the cross-sectional area Am and the friction 

function] r:tl. are substituted, and the velocity 1.1 is again replaced by Q '" Am 1.1 : 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

The derivatives {)Q/iJx and apliJx in these equations are replaced by first order 

approximations over the length L of the transition: 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

Here Q+ and p+ are the incident flow and pressure waves at the proximal end of the 

transition, Q- and p- are the reflected waves at this proximal end and Qt and Pt are 

Ihe nansmitted waves at the distal end of the transition. Next, the flow and the 

pressure in the transition are replaced by average values: 
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li;<L1lC>L2 ~<)«4 

dh 17.6 16.3 

<Iv 17.2 16.2 

h 0.15 0.3 

L1 L2 

() p+ :~l () ,,:SD p • ..., 

L 

FIGURE 4.3. Wave plwnome"a ;" a compact tra1l.lilion. The l'l/;JI. gives tM dim~lISi.ms (mm) of tlu! 
lalex model_ dh '" horiz(mlal d"'m~/er. dv = vertical diameter, h " wall Ihid,,,,, .... 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

The cross-sectional area fl.", is eliminated from the equations using the constitutive 

relationship bctwctn p and A"" and harmonic solutions are sUbstituted: 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

The resulting set of equations reads: 

1L CrJ..w) jw <P+ + p- + P~ = " [01 - (0+ + Q-)] (4.24a) 

- ." L .,-
• [PI - (p. + p-)] .. -_- (jwp+ltdl) (Q+ + Q- + Qll (4.24b) 

2Am) 

Using the expressions for the admittance, Q= '" ±Y(ClI)p±, QI '" Y(W)PI. and 

eliminating PI or p- from these equations yidds expressions for the reflection and 

transmission coefficicnt~, respectively: 
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(4.25) 

(4.26) 

with Yl the admittance of the tube proximal to the transition and Y2 the admittance 

of the tube distal from the tmll8ition. The parameters S and X are given by 

S '" Groe+ LuiJ!:. (4.27) 
ZAuD 

x'" !jlllCmL (4.28) 

and represent the int1uence of Ihe propenies of the transition. The propagation of an 

incident wave Po at position ;to = 0 in a tube with a compact transition between x " Ll 

and x .. L2, can be expressed as 

p<w,x) '" pr(ro,x) + Pt,(w,x) 

= pt!..w)e-J'( w)x[l +r(w)e -2}(w){Lt-x)j (4.29a) 

P<W,x) .. ptf.w,x) 

,. Pt!..w)e-Yl(w)L1T(ro)e-Yl(W)(x-LV (4.29b) 

(4,29c) 

with Y and Yl the propagation coefficients for the part.~ of the tube proximal and 

distal to the IransiliOI), respectively, 
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P~-------"'O\ 
-<----I. 

FIGURE 4.4. DescripliOll of wave phenomena in the carotid bifurcation: tM slwded a7l!OS, 

indicating til" Iransitiom from tlw bifurcaliQII point 10 lhe intemal and exterM/ carotid arteries, are 
treated /IS compact. 

4.2.4. Cacotid artery bifurcation. 

Th<;; rdlection phenomen;l in the carotid artery bifurcation are described by 

dividing the bifurcation into three parts (fig.4.4): the bifurcation point and Iwo 

tran~iti{)n~ from the bifurcation POiM to the external and internal carotid arteries, 

respectively. At the bifurcation point the conditions for continuity of pressure and 

flow rate apply: 

(4.30) 

( 4.31) 

Here the SUbscript a indicates that the quantitJes are taken al the bifurcation point, 

while the superscripts e and i refer to waves transmitted into the transitions at the 

proximal end of the e)(ternal and internal carotid arteries respectively. In a similar 

way as was done for a ~ingle transition Ihe mass and momentum conservations 

equations (4.1 and 4.2) ate used to re\3te the pressure and flow waves at the entrance 

of the transitions (pi, pi, Q~, and Q!,) to the pressure and flow waves at the exit of the 

transitions (p~, pl, Q~, and OD. Combining these equations with equations (4.30) and 

(4.31) and substituting the expre~~ions for thl') admittance, expressions are obtainl')d 
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for the reflection and traJlSmission coefficients: 

(4.32) 

(4.33a) 

(4.33b) 

These equations have a structure similar to the equations for a discrete bifurcation 

(4.14,4.15). The coefficients si account for the influence of the transitions. A more 

detailed derivation of these equations and the definitions of the coefficients Sj are 

given in Appendix C. 

4.3. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFlCA'l'lON, 

4.3.1. Discrete and COnlpaCl t\1lI!$itiow, 

The wave propagation and reflection was studied in a uniform tube containing 

a discrete transition at 44.7 em from the proximal end of the tube. The transition was 

created by doubling the wall thickness of the distal part, Figure 4.5 shows the wave 

propagation measured at a number of positions in the tube. The incident pressure 

pulse travels with a finite velocity and experiences damping. Proximal to the 

transition a reflected pulse is present with a significantly smaller amplitude than the 

incident wave. At thl'! approach of the transition the incident and reflected waveS 

coincide. Using the incident pressure pulse measured at 30 em from the proximal end 

of the tube as initial pulse cPo), the Wave propagation in the tube is calculated USing 

equations (4.13). The results, presented in fig.4.5, show that the model accuratdy 

describes the velocity of the Jlulse and the amplitude of the reflected wave. The 

shape of the theoretically calculated transmitted wave distal to the transition is in fair 

agreement with the experimental results. The small differences between the shapes of 

the experimentally and theoretically calculated transmitted waves include the 

presence of a sudden change in the gradient of the downgoing ramp of the 

experimentally determined pulse just before reaching the reference pressure level. 
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FIGUR£ 4 .. 5. £x~rim"nI{Jlly aM Ilwl)reli~ally determined pressure wave propag<I/Um ill a rube 
wilh " discrete transition at 44.7 om. Tube dimelt$iQlIs as illustrated in figure 4.1. MelJSul"ellUmr 
po,iiiiorlS are indicated (m the riglu. 

Next, the wave propagation in a similar unifonn tube containing a compact 

transition was studied- Transitions with lengths equal to 2.2 and 7 cm were created 

by doubling the wall thickness from 43.7 to 45.9 cm and from 40.3 to 47.3 cm from 

the proximal end, respectively. The resull~ are presented in figs.4.6 and 4.7. In 

contrast with the reflected wave originating from the discrete transition discussed 

above, the reflected wave contains both a positive and a negative peak- Choosing the 

incident pulse measured at 30 cm o{ lO cm respectively as initial pulse <PO), the 

wave propagation can be calculated using equations (4.29). The shape of the 

reflected wave is similar to the shape found experimentally. Apparently these 

compact trao~itions act with respect to the generation of reflected waves a.~ a high 

pass filter. This is illustrated by figure 4.8 where the reflection and transmission 

coefficients are given for both tne discrete transition discussed above and the two 

compact transitions. In contrast witn the discrete transition, the reflection and 

transmission coefficients calculated for the compact transitions are strongly 

frequency dependent. The frequency components lower than 20 Hz are the most 

important ones for the description of the pressure pulse (fig.3.2). From these the 

components with a low frequency are hardly reflected, but the ones with a higher 

frequency contribute signi ficantly to the reflected wave_ The opposite is seen for tne 
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FIGURE 4.6. Experimentally and theoretically tU:lermiJIed pressure >mile prQpagatiml in a lUbe 
w#h a 'l.Z em 1000g IrallS#wlI In:tweell 43.7 and 45.9 em. Tube diIMnsions as ilWsiraled in. rlfJUTe 
4.3. Measuremen: /'MilloN; aTe indicated 011 lhe righl. 
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FIGURE 4.7. Experimentally and tlUlorelically determined pressure W<l •• propagation in a 1J1~ 

wah a 7 em 1000g tra/lSitwlI betWllell 40.3 and 47.3 em. Tube dime/lSUms as illustrated in figure 4.3. 
Mellsuremelfl positions are indicaled on tlUl right. 
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tranSmissiOn coefficient for com.pact transitions: the contribution of frequency 

components around 20 Hz to the transmitted wave i~ less than the contribution at 

lower frequencies. Note that for the discrete bifurcation T - r '" 1, reflecting the 

conditions described by equatlons 4.8 ana 4,9, This is not the case fOr the compact 

transitions where incident, ret1ected and transmitted waveS are linked with the 

compliance of the transition and the inertia of the fluid it contains in between. From 

fig.4.6 it is seen that for the shon C;U cm) transition the model calculations 3re in 

fair agreement with the experimental results. The magnitudes of both the reflected 

and transmitl<:d waves are predicted correctly, while only a Small difference is seen 
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FIGURE 4.9. Reflection and lransmissio" Coe/fiCUlIUS as a function of frequency. cakulaUid jQr a 
dUerete bifw"calUm and a I4lex mootJ/ ()J the carotid "ifurca&iQII. 

in the shape of the transmitted wave. For the long (7 em) transition the model fails to 

give a correct description of the reflected wave. An obvious explanation for this 

discrepancy might b~ the fact that this transition is to long to be regarded as 

compact. The wave velocity in the transition varies around 5 m/s. Frequency 

components 3IQund 20 H:;:, which sliII give a Significant contribution to the reflected 

wave (flg.4.B). correspond to wave lengths of about 25 em, which is only about 4 

times the length of the transition. 
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4.3.2. Discrete and carotid bifurcation. 

As pointed out earlier, the geometries of the latex discrete and carotid 

bifurcation models used are geometrically related to each other. Attention was paid 

during construction of these models to give them an equal wall thickness., and 

therefore cO!Tesponding compliances. These efforl~ reflect in 6g.4.9 which gives the 

reflection and transmissiOn coefficients calculated for both bifurcatio",~ using 

equations 4.14, 4.15, 4.32 and 4.33. For very low frequencies, corresponding to large 

wave lengths, Ihe reflecdon and transmission coefficients are almost equal. This 

illustrates that for large wave lengths the carotid bifurcation might be modelled a.~ a 

discrete bifurcMion, I.e. the presence of a widening in the proximal pan of the 

external and internal carotid arteries has no influence on the wave phenomena. 

However, with increasing frequency, the reflection and transmission coefficient for 

the carotid bifurcation show a frequency dependent behaviour similar to the one 

found for the compact transitions in a tube. For the most significant harmonics the 

reflection coefficient increaseS with frequency, while the transmission coefficients 

decrease with frequency. On the other hand, the reflection and transmission 

coefficients calculated for the discrete bifurcation are almost frequency independent. 

In figure 4.10 the measured and calculated wave propagation are compared 

for a number of positions in the three branches of the discrete bifurcation, which for 

convenience will be referred 10 as common, external and internal arteries, based on 

the relation with the carotid bifurcation geometry" This figure looks somewhat more 

complicated than the ones presented for the tube ·geometry. Due to the relatively 

short lengths of the branches of the latex model, a number of secondary reflections 

originating from the terminations of the modd show up directly behind the primary 

reflection (indicated with arrows) and the transmitted wave. These secondary 

reflections were not tak~n into account in the model calculations. With respect to the 

content of the figures the interest is therefore limited to the first two pulses in the 

common artery, corresponding to the incident wave and tne reflection originating 

from the bifurcatiol) point> and the first pulse in the internal and external artery, 

corresponding to the transmitted wave. From figure 4.10 it is clear that the model 

gives a good description of the propagation and transmission of the wave_ The 

amplitude of the reflected wave is predicted properly. A complication in the 
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FIGURE 4.10. ExperiIMlIlally and IhMrelkally determined pr=UTe wave propagation in the three 
brQIIChes of Q discute bifurcation. Distances (in em) 10 1M .:.p.u. "'" indimted on the r;gllL. 

description of the reflectiOI) phenomena in a bifurcation with a one-dimensional 

model is the choice of the position of the bifurcation point. To this end the so-called 

fool-Io-foot velocity, the velocity with which the foot of the wave travels (Milnor, 

1990), wa<; determined in the common artery. Using Ihe foot-Io-foot velocity and the 

time difference between the occurrence of the foot of the incident and reflected wave 

the bifurcation l?oint was found to be located 2.2 (:0.3) cm distally from the ape". 

The reflected wave measured in the latex model of the carotid bifurcation 

resembles the wave reflected from a single compact transition in this respect that it 

contains both a negative and a po~itive peak (fig.4.1l), illustrating the reflection 

coefficient to be frequency dependent. However, this time the negative peak precedes 
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FIGURE 4.11. 5xperimenJal/y and the()urlically determilled pTes.ure wave propagation in the three 
hrandoe. of a lata model of the carotid artery bifurr;ation. Disrances (in /;"'/ to lhe apex <Ire 
indicu/I:d ()" 1iu1 righl. 

the positive one, indicating that the reflection originates frOm a widening instead of a 

constriction. Again the modt:! gives a proper description of the propagation, 

reflection and transmiSSion of the wave. In the internal artery the amplitude of the 

U:ansmitted wave is somewhat overestimated. Inaccuracies in the large number of 

parameters to be determined as an input fN the model calculations might account fur 

this discrepancy. Especially an accurate vaJue for the average compliance of carotid 

sinus is difficult to achieve. The reflection point, calculated from the foot-to-fool 

velocity and the transition time a.,~ explained above, was found to be located 3.6 

(±O.5) cm proximally from the apex. 
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A possible explanation for the difference in location of the reflection point 

between the discrete and the carotid bifurcation might be the nature of the reflected 

wave. In the discrete bifurcation a positive reflected wave is found. indicating that 

reflection arises from a transition to a smailer cross-sectional area. It is clear that a 

smaller cro.ss-sectional area can only be found distally from the apex. On the other 

hand, in the carotid bifurcation the first part of the reflected wave is formed by 

negative reflection, indicating the presence of a widening. For the carotid bifurcation 

geometry one nnds that the common carotid artery slarts to widen about 1.5 times its 

diameter proximal to the apex. This location more or less corresponds to the position 

of the reflection point fQUlld for the carotid bifurcation. 

4.4. WAVE PHENOMENA IN VIVO. 
4.4.1. Local reflection phenomena. 

Now thc model describing wave phenomena in the carotid bifurcation is 

tested sl.Iccessfully, thc next step is to apply this model tQ the in vivo situation. The 

geometrical and mechanical data of the carotid bifurcation, obtained by the 

ultrasound study as described in chapter 2, were used as an input. Apart from thtse 

data the incident pressure or flow wave needs to be known. Measurements of the 

pre:;;l>Ure or flow waves in the common carotid artery have been reported by several 

authors (f.e. Greenfield et aI., 1964; Ku, 1983). However, these waves nOI only 

contain the incident forward travelling wave, but also a reflected backward traveling 

wave. Although the local reflection phenomena can be assessed using the model 

described above, little or nothing is known about the wave reflections originating 

from peripheral vascular beds. These might have a Significant influence on the 

pressure and flow waves as will be demonstrated in the next paragraph. Therefore it 

is impossible to determine the exact forms of the incident waves. 

The role of local reflection phenomena can be analysed by calculating the 

reflection and transmission coefficients for the most important harmonics of the 

pressure or flow wave. These are found in the frequency range up to about 15 liz. 

Fig.4.12 shows the calculated results for both the discrete and the carotid bifurcation 

models. From these results it is seen thai in the relevant frequency range the 

reflection coefficient is very small, suggesting that the carotid bifurcation under 

consideration is pretty well matched in terms of wave transmission. Furthermore, the 
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difference between the results of the discrete and carotid bifurcation model in this 

frequency range is small. Hence, it is concluded tbat the contribution to the reflection 

of the physiological wave made by the widenings in the internal and exlemal carotid 

arteries is negligible. allowing the use of the discrete bifurcation model to describe 

the wave phenomena in the carotid bifurcation. 
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4.4.2.. Global leflection phenomena. 

In the models discussed !K' far no aUention was paid to reflections originating 

from the distal sites, i.e. peripheral vascular beds. However, as discussed in chapter 2 

these reflections might have a significant amplitude. and could explain the 

differences found in the shape of the flow waves measured in the internal and 

external carotid ancI)'. III this paragraph the model for the wave phenomena in a 

discrete bifurcation will be extended to incorporate these reflections. In the presence 

of reflected waves in the external and internal carotid arteries, the equations of 

continuity of flow and pressure read: 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

where the subscripts c, e and i refer to the common, external and internal carotid 

artery respectively. Qin is the total flow wave at the apex. The ratio between the 

incident and reflected waves in the external and internal carotid arteries is given by 

the global reflection coefficient of the~e arteries, f e and fj respectively: 

PT" fiPt 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

Substituting equations (4.36 and 4.37) into equations (4.34 and 4.35), and using the 

expressions for the admittance in the common, external and internal carotid arteries 

yield the so-called global reflection coefficient for the common carotid artery: 

PC Yo - ("-.Y. + "X) 
rg = h = Yo+ (I<:.Y,,+ l<:iYi) 

l-f 
"e"~ 1+1'. 

( 4.38) 

(4.39) 
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Hence, the wave reflection is not only dependent on the properties of the arteries 

expressed in their admittance, but also on the I'I!fiections originating from peripheral 

vascular beds. The pressure and flow waves at any point in the bifurcation are a 

function of the properties of the arteries, the global reflection coefficient r ~ QDd the 

input flow Qi •. For example the pressure in the common carotid artery is given by: 

p<w,x) '" p,{w,x) T PiJ.(I).x) 

= ~ {el'JL-X) + rge~rJ:L-X)} (4.40) 

Using this model the effect of the reflections from peripheral vascular beds, 

represented by f. and f; can be analy~d. Again the data from the ultrasound study 

were used to calculate the properties of the arteries. The flow wave previously used 

by Rindt (fig.2.2) is assumed to be representative for the flow at the apex Qio, which 

is not a bad assumption since the wave lengths involved are large. Due to the lack of 

relevant physiological data the choice of the reflection coefficients fe and fi is 

speculative. Based on anatomical considerations discussed in chapter 2 one might 

suspect that reflections in the internal carotid artery are larger than those in the 

external carotid artery. As an example of such a situation r e and fi were taken equal 

to 0.3 and 0.6, respectively. For comparison a situation with re = rj = 0.45 was also 

analysed. No attempt was made to include the frequency dependent behaviour of the 

reflection phenomena, or to introduce phase-shifts between Incident and retlectt:d 

waves. Using these input parameters the flow and pressure waves at the bifurcation 

point were calculated. Since the model calculations only provide information on the 

instationary terms, stationary terms have to be added afterwards. In agreement with 

the physiological situation the diastolic pre~surt: level was set to 10.6 kPa, while the 

diastolic flow levels in the internal and external carotid artery were chosen in such a 

way that II 75/25 flow division ratio was established. 

The results of the model calculations are presented in fig.4.13a,b. The 

pressure waves in common, internal and external carotid artery are equal due to 

condition of continuity of pressure. The peak pressure is approximately equal to the 

16,0 kPa reported for the in ~ivo situation. The choice of the retlection coefficients 

f. and rj has a large influence on the flow waves found in the internal and external 

carotid arteries. A large positive reflection coefficient is equivalent with (he presence 
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of strong reflected flow waves, which have oP!losite {lhase, reducing the amplitude of 

the total flow wave. With stronger refl~ctions in the internal carotid artery the 

pulsatility of the total flow wave is less than in the external carotid artery. As a result 

the flow division ratio changes from 75125 set in diastole to about SO/50 at peak 

systole, similar to the results of measurements ill 11;110 (Bloch, 1981). 
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WALL MOTION 

5.1. INTRODUCTION. 

For the analysis of the deformation of complex geometries like the carotid 

bifurcation a numerical method is necessary. Because of the magnitude of the 

deformation (relative diameter changes up to 10% are found) the system to be 

analyzed is geometrically non-linear. As mentiom;d in chapter 2 viscoelastic and 

inertia effects will be neglected, reducing the problem to a quasi-static one. In the 

present study the finite element program MARC (version K3, MARC, 1988) is U$ed, 

which is suited for the solution of a wide range of non-linear problems. The pre- and 

postprocessing program MENTAT (veISion 5.3.1, MARC, 1990) is used to generate 

the model and to present the results of the numerical analysis. 

In section 5.2 the numerical method for the calculation of the watt motion 

using the finite element program MARC is described. The application of this method 

to a model of the carotid bifurcation is discuS$ed in section 5.3, Xn the first pan of 

this sectiOn attention is paid to the spatial discretization and the choice of boundary 

conditions, Next the employed material properties are discussed. In the tinal pan of 

section 5.3 the results are presented and discussed. 

5.2. NUMERICAL MEI1IODS. 

The first step in the application of the finite element method is the spatial 

discretization of the wall geometry into a number of elements. The wall of the artery 

has a thickness which is about 20 times smatter than hs diameter. However, 

experiments show that its bending stiffneS!> is considerable. These considerations lead 

to the use of shell elements. Compared with the application of three-dimensional 

brick elements this results in a considerably smaller system of equations, saving a 

significant amount of computation lime. The finite element program MARC offers an 

8-node thick shell element (type nr.22) with global displacements and rotations as 
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degrees of freedom (fig.S.l) and four integr~tion points. Second order interpolation is 

used fOf coordinates, displacements and rotations_ The m~mbrane strains are obtained 

from the displacement fidd, the curvatures from the rotation fidd. Transverse snailL'I 

are calculated at ten special points and interpolated to the integration points. In this 

way the dement behaves correctly in the limiting case of thin shells. Integration 

through the shell thickness is performed numerically using Simpson's rule. To this 

end an odd number of so-called layers has to be chosen. In the present study 3 layers 

were used which is sufficient to model a linear response. 

In chapter 2 it was pointed out that it was not the aim of the present study to 

develop a constitutive model for the behaviour of arterial walls. Instead a relatively 

simple constitutive relation for isotropic elastic behaviour will be USed. The material 

parameters will be selected in such a way that the relative diameter changes in the 

numerical model correspond to those found in vivo. In chapter 3 it was shown that 

the so-called Neo-Hooktan constitutive relation is preferable from an experimental 

point of view. This constitutive relation describes the behaviour of the rubber 

material used for the manufacturing of experimental models allowing verification of 

the numerical re.ults. However, Ihe application of the Neo-Hookean constitutive 

relation requires that the element used implicitly accounts for irlcompressibility. For 

this purpose the package MARC offers a :;;pecial class of so-called "Hermann

fonnulated" elements. The shell element described above does not belong to this 
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class. Ai; an alternative a Hookean constitutive relation was used (eq.3.?), which can 

be rewritten for the shell element as; 

E"" 1 [1 -y 1 [ O"xx 1 tyy 1 -y 1 Clyy 
"fxy ~ M 2(l+v) 't""y 
"fy~ 2( 1 +v) "1")'2' 

"fu 2(1+v) .Zl< 

(5.1) 

where M is the Young's modulus, and v is Poisson's mlio. The latter parameter was 

chosen equal to 0.5, representing incompressibility in the limit of small deformations. 

Since large deformations are involved the analysis is non-linear and requires 

an incremental solution scheme. Using the "follower force" option in the program 

package, the pressure induced nodal forces are calculated in the actual geometry. 

Because the results will be used as a boundary condition in the analysis of the flow 

fitld, load increments were chosen corresponding to the loads at the discrete times at 

which the fluid motion equations have to be solved. In every increment the 

non-linear equations are solved using the Newton-Raphson iteration pmcedure_ 

Convergence to equilibrium is assumed if the ratio between the maximum residual 

load and the maximum reaction force is smaller than 0.01. 

To test the analysis procedure the deformation of a uniform tube due to a 

uniform transmural pressure is calculated. Using symmetry considerations only a 

quarter segment of the tube wa~ modeled (fig5.2). Appropriate boundary conditions 

were prescribed at the longitudinal edges (edge 1,3). More or less similar to the 

uniform tubes used in chapter :3 the radius and the wall-thickness of the tube were 

chosen equal to 7.4 and 0.13 mm respectively. The Young's modulus was chosen 

0.825 N/mm2. firSt the tube wa~ ~ubjected to 10% longitudinal pre-strain. Next the 

tube was loaded in 10 equal increments to 4 kPa while the longitudinal pre-strain 

was kept constant by suppressing longitudinal motion at the circumferential edges 

(2,4)_ Calculations were performed with the segment discretized in 2 and 6 elemerlts, 

In figure 5.3 the results are compared with the analytical solution calcuJlued using 

eq.3.l3. The numerical solution is found to underestimate the tube radius at a 

pressure of 4 kPa by only 0.18 %. No Significant difference is preseDl between the 

,.olutions obtained using 2 or 6 elements. 
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S.3. CARano BIFURCATION DEFORMATION. 

5.3.1. Spatial discretization and boundary conditions. 

WALL MOTION /59 

The spatial discretization of the carotid bifurcation geometry into finite 

elements is shown in fig.SAa. This mesh is equal to the outer surface of the mesh 

used to obtain a numerical solution of the fluid motion equations. The latter consists 

of 27·noded bricks, with 9 nodes on each face, g of them positioned at the edge 

(fig.6.1). The nodal positions of the shell elements used in the present mesh are equal 

to the position of those 8 nodal paints. In this way a correspondence between the two 

meshes is obtained which facilitates the implementation of the results of the present 

analysis as boundary conditions for the solution of the fluid motion equations. As a 

result the mesh contains 1299 nodes in 400 elements. Calculations made for a more 

coarse mesh with 751 nodes in 224 elements (flg.5.4b) resulted in differena:s in 

predicted displacements which were less than 1%., indicating that the refinement of 

the mesh is high enough fOr the purpose of the present study. 

There are a number of reasons which make imposing anatomically relevant 

boundary conditions difficult. Fi 1St, the part of the carotid bifurcation under 

consideration is connected to the common, internal and external carotid aneries. 

Secondly, aneries are embedded in and tethered to surrounding structures. Little is 

known about the effects of the anatomical environment on the defonnation of the 

bifurcation due to a pressure pulse. During ultrasonic measurements the anterior wall 

of the carotid bifurcation is observed to make larger eXcursions than the posterior 

wall (Hoeks, 1991), Tethering is thought to reduce longitudinal motion to a 

minimum (Milnor, 1990)- Instead of making an allempt to model these effects, 

boundary conditions are applied in a rather pragmatical way. Longitudinal mOlion al 

the terminations of the mOdel is prevented, creating a mo{e or less realistic transition 

to the connecting arteries. In this way longitUdinal motion in the remaining pan of 

the model is reduced as well. Circumferential motion of the three nodal pOints 

located above the tube axis at the terminations of the model, indicated with dOL~ in 

fig.SAa, was also prohibited. This prevented the branches of the bifurcation 10 move 

like rigid bodies, changing the angle of the bifurcation, Finally the position of the 
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FIGURE 5Aa. The mesh for Ihe numerical so/;;I;oo of /he wall motion equaliom- far IIw carOli4 
bifllrcation contain_, 1199 nodes in 400 "Iemems. ThR, dOls at lhe inflow and outflow lermilldtivRJ 
indicate 1hR, /lOdes il'l w/Jicil cifcumferenliol motion is prohibiled. 

FIGURE 5.4b. The <OlIrs< mash uscd for the dele'minalio" of lhe compliance of the common, 
;"Ief"al a~d exl.",al c"Mtid art"i,,. cDl1tains 751 nodes in 224 .1~m<,nlS. To Ihis end a'Ca cluInge_, 
were delermined (It the shaded cross·secrions-
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apex wlIS fixed preventing it, lIS will be shown, from moving in the direction of the 

external carotid artery. There is no direct anatomical reason to impose this laUer 

boundary condition. but it locally reduces the defoJlJlation of the element mesh used 

for the solution of the fluid motion equations. This is advantageous because the 

shape of SOme elements around the apex in this mesh is far from optimal, and might 

deteriorate further in the process of deformation. 

5.3.2. Material properties and loading. 

Relative diameter changes due to the heart pulse are found to be about 10% in the 

cOmmOn carotid artery of young people (Reneman ct al., 1985, 1986). In the present 

study the material properties of the model a~ selected in such a way that a sitnilat 

diameter change occurs due to an increase in transmural pressure equal to the 

systolic-diastolic pressure difference, i.e. 5.3 kPa (40mmHg). Based on observations 

of l.earoyd and Taylor (1965) made for the common carotid artery (Appendix A) the 

wall thickness was chosen equal to 0.37 mm for the entire bifurcation. Numerical 

calculations, performed in a trial and error fashion, on the deformation of the 

common carotid artery showed a Young's modulu$ e .. 0.4 ·106 N/mml to produce 

the desired diameter changes" With the Young's modulus and wall thicknl'..~s the 

compliance of the common, internal and external carotid arteries can be determined. 

Yo this end the model was loaded to a uniform pressure of 13"3 lcPa (100 mmHg) in 

lO increments" The coarse tinite element mesh (224 elements, 751 nodes) was used 

for these calculations. The cross-sectional area changes found at the intersections 

located at one element distance from the terminations (fig.5.4b) are plolled as a 

function of l'ressure in fig.5.5. In each case the cross-sectional area varied almost 

perfectly linear with pressure. The compHance dA/dP was found to be equal to 

1.92 .1O-~. 7.49 '10-10, and 3.92 .10-10 N/m4 for the common, internal and external 

carotid arteries re~pectively. These values are somewhat higher than the values found 

in vivo with an ultrasonic study (tig,2.4). This is due to the fact that the diameters of 

the bIfurcation geometry used here, which are based on observations of 

Balasubramanian (1979), are larger than the diameters reported for the bifurcation 

used in the ultrasonic study. As a consequence similar relative diameter changes 

corre~pond with different compliances. 

Next, the time dependent pressure distribution is calculated USing the model 

for wave propagation dtscribt:d in section 4.4"2. Similar to previous caiculatiolls 
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FIGURE 5.7. Definition of cUlling planes for the transition of lD pressu", distribution to the 3D 
model. 

(fig.4.13) two combinations of values for the reflection coefficients r. and rj were 

taken: r j '" 0.6, r. " 0.3 and r j " r. " 0.45. As explained earlier these calculations 

only provide information on the instationary terms. As the geometry of the 

bifurcation in the unloaded reference situation is based upon angiograms taken at 

diastolic pressure the diastolic level has preferably to be set to zero. However, in 

preliminary calculations it was noted that typically a numb£:r of 4-8 recycles were 

neceS:>ll-ry to rell-cn equiHbrium for increments in the vicinity of the unloaded 

situation « 1 kPa). Most likely this is caused by the fact that the geometry in the 

unloaded situation lacks initial stiffness. For this reason the diastolic level was set 

equal to 1.3 kPa (10 mmHg) in order to reduce computation time. The resulting 

pressure pulses at the apex are shown in fig.5.6. The systoliC-diastolic pressure 

difference (~ 4 kPa) is lower than shown in fig.4.13 (::t 6 kPa). Again this is 

explained from the difference between the Balasubramanian geometry considered 

here and the geometry used in chapter 4. Larger diameters result in lower 

impedances, and thus in a lower pressure amplitude at a given flow amplitude. 

The final step in determining the time dependent pressure distribution loading 

the bifurcation geometry is the translation of the results of tne ID model for wave 

propagation to the 3D situation. This is illustrated in fig.S.7. The reflection point is 

chosen to be located On the apex A Cutting planes are defined perpendicular to the 

plane of symmt:try, and paraliel to the lines C-A-C, A-I, and A-E. All points 

proximal of tht: plane through C-A-C are considered to be located proximal of the 
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reflection point. The distance to the reflection point is presumed equal to the distance 

to the plane through C-A-C. All points distal of the plane through C-A-C' are 

considered to be located distal from tile reflection point. i.e. in the internal or 

external artery. The distance to the reflection point is calculated as the distance to 

the planes through A-I and A-E respectively, A disadvantag~ of the method is the 

fact that discontinuities in pressure are created along the plane through C-A-C. 

However, since the spatial pressure gradient is relatively small, these discontinuities 

have no Significant inl1uence on the results of the analySiS, 

To obtain the information necessary for the prescription of the boundary 

conditions in the analysis of the fluid mOlion, the deformation of the tube was 

calculated at 64 equally spaced lime steps, The tube wa.~ first loaded with a uniform 

pressure equal to the selected diastolic level of 1-3 kPa. Next each increment was 

used to create the pressure distribution at a subsequent time step. Calculations were 

performed on a Convex C1 mini-super compulcr on which one iteration took 

approximately 4 minutes_ 

The deformation of the tube loaded with the uniform diastolic pressure of 1.3 kPa is 

shown in tlg.5.8. The bifurcation is viewed in two different ways: one viewpoint is 

located above the apex, the other one lies. in the direction of the external carotid 

artery_ The magnitude and the direction of the defonnation is indicated with arrows. 

Note that arrow~ pointing in the direction of the viewer are invisible, The largest 

deformation is found in the area located above the apex, With displacements of about 

0.5 mm the magnitude of this deformation is remarkably large. The other area with 

signitlcant ddormation is located on the non-divider wall of the sinus, where 

deformations up 10 about 0.2 mm are found. 

The deform ation of the tube due to the peak: systolic pressure distribution 

calculated for f; = 0.6 and f. = 0,3 is shown in fig.5.9. On the same scale as used in 

fig.5.S the deformation of the bifurcation is indicated with arrowS. The largest 

deformation is still found in the area above the ape)!:. where displacements of 1-1 rum 

occur, At the non-divider wall of the sinus displacements of about 0,6 mm are found, 

while the inner wall moves about 0.3 mm. Other regions with significant 

displacements include the non-divider wall of the proximal part of the external artery 

(;, 0.4 mm) and the COmmOn carotid artery where a symmetric radial displacement is 
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£1r;(JIUS 5.S. The deform~lion of the bifurcalion loaded with a uniform diaslolic pressure of 1.3 
kPa. Magnilude and direClion of Ih" deformalion aT< indicaled wilh a1TOWS. NOle that arrows 
poinling ill Ihe direClion of liIe ~jclWr arc iII~isiblc. 
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FIGURE 5,9, TIle de!ormMion o! I"e bi!urc~liofl al JNak systolic pr<1s$lIre. Magnitu.:h and direclUm 
o! Ih" d<'!urmal;on are indiml.d wilh arrows. Nul" I/UlI arrOw.! poinling in /M dine/icrl of lhe 
viewer are invisible. 
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found of 0.4 mm. Note that thcrc is a tendency for the external carotid artery as a 

whole to move in the positive y-direction. This is counter-acted by the boundary 

conditions applied to the apex and the termination of this artery. More detailed 

information on the deformation of the bifurcation is obtained by looking at the 

separate components of the displacements. Fig.S.l0a shows that the largest 

displacements in the x·direction occur again in the region above the apex. Other 

large displacements in the x·direction are found in the int~rnal artery as a component 

of radial motion. The represent<ltion of the y·componem of the displacements in 

fig.5.10b again illustrates that large parts of the external artery move in the direction 

of the positive y-axis. Ai!, already mentioned above the fixation of the position of the 

apex counter-acts this effect, and is probably also responsible for the locally reduced 

radial motion at the junction of common and eli:temal carotid artery. Finally, 

fig.5.lOc shows that the largest displacements in the l-direction are again found in 

the region above the apex. The results obtained for a pressure distribution calculated 
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FIGURE 5.l0b. Magnitude of 1M y·compolWm of IIu1 tkt/orllllJlUm (in mm). 

FlGURS S.lOc. Ma8nitw1~ t)f the z;-cQmponent af the defo17ltDlUm (in mm). 

with r j = re = 0.45 are similar, showing only slightly smaller displacements because 

of the smaller !'fessure am!'litude. 

From the results !,resented above it is concluded that wall motion is generally 

largest there where the cross-sectional area is largest. As could be expected the 

influence of surrounding tissues, translated in boundary conditions, is a dominant 

factor in the assessment of wall motion. Even if they would havt nO tffect On the 

cross-sectional area changes, the effccts of surrounding tissue could cause parts of 

the bifurcation to move as a whole. This causes for example the larger excursions of 

the anterior wall of the bifurcation as observed by Hoeles (1991). Obviously has 

consequences for the fluid motion in the geometry. Therefore one might argue that in 

the analysis of wall motion the asses&ment of proper boundary conditions is more 

important than the development of a more accurate descriplion of the mechanical 

behaviour of the wall. Finally it is noted that the distdbution of wall matron, 

expressed in relative diameter Changes, is similar to thc data rcported by Reneman et 

ai. (1985,1986), even though local changes in wall properties were not modelled. 

This suggests that the differences in relative diameter changes can be explained 

largely from the differences in cross-sectional area. 
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FLmDMOTION 

6.1. INTRODUCTION. 

The final stel? in the numerical approach is the solution of the fluid motion 

equations_ A brief explanation of the finite element method used for this purpose is 

given in section 6.2- The method is described in more detail by Cuvelier et al. 

(1986), van de Vosse et aL (1986. 1987) and Rindt (1989). With the method for 

solving the fluid motion equations selected, the numerical approach is ready for 

application. First, in sectiOn 6.3, the numerical approach is used to calculate the flow 

field in a uniform distensible tube. For this case an analytic coupled solution of the 

wall- and fluid motion equations is described by Womersley (1957). Comparison of 

numerical and analytical results allows the evaluation of the type of boundary 

conditions chosen and the numerical parameters used_ Finally, in section 6.4 the flow 

field in the 3D distensible model of the carotid bifurcation i.<; analysed, In the first 

part the implementation of the results of the analyses of wave I?ropagation and w<lll 

motion as a boundary condition fOr the solution of the tluid motion equations is 

described. In tht: second I?art the results of these calculations are presented. 

6.2. NUMERICAL METHOD. 

The flow of an incompressible isothermal Newtonian fluid is described by the 

Navier-Stokes equation and continuity equation_ To solve these equations they are 

discretized USing a standard Galeddn finite element method which is implemented in 

the tlnitc clement package SEPRAN (Segal, 1986). The elements used belong to the 

group of sOncalled modified Crou:;:eix-Raviart elements. For 2D situations, like the 

uniform tube to be discull.~ed below, a 7-noded element with 3 pressure and 14 

velocity unknowns is used (fig_6_1a). 3D situations, like the carotid artery 

bifurcation, require the application of II 27-noded dement with 4 pfessure and 81 

velocity unknowns (fig_6, Lb), The accuf3cy is O(iU3) for the velocity and O(Ax~ 
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• 

X pressure 
o. velocity 

o Jill • 

FIGURE 6.1. TlkJ 7·noded and 27·noded CrQI'<I'i.r;-Ra"iarl dements used in solvjng 1M 2D and 3D 
flu.id malton equalio"s~ respectively. 

for the pressure, with l1x being a characteristic dimension of the spatial 

discretizatiOn. The discretization results in the following set of non-linear lst-order 

differential equations (Cuvelier el al., 1986): 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

where M u represents the local acceleration term, S. u the viscous term, ~u)u the 

convective acceleration term, I}p the pressure gradient lenn, and L u the velocity 

divergence term. The body and boundary forces are represented by f and b 

respectively, while u contains the velocity and p the pressure unknowns in the nodal 

points. In order to reduce the number of unknowns a penalty function method is 

applied (Cuvelier er al., 1986). To this end the discretized continuity equation (6.2) 

is replaced by 

(6.3) 

with Mp the pressure matrix and e a very small parameter. When the time derivative 

in the discretized momentum equation (eq.6.1) is approximated by a finite difference 
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9-method (Cuvelier et al., 1986) this equation can be rewritten as: 

(M) 

Here n denotes the time step number. For 8=1 this scheme reduces to the 

Euler-implicit scheme having an aecuracy of OeM) for linear equations, while for 

9=0.5 this scheme reduces to the Crank-Nicolson scheme which is O(I!J.?, accurate 

for linear equations. The non-linear convective term N(un+~un+e is linearized using 

one step of a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme (Cuvelier et at-, 1986)~ 

"'( n+8. n+1l 11 n) n+8 N( n) n 
Ie!. \I -)" '" ",,\I II - u II (6.5) 

where 1. is the Jacobi matrix of N. Together with the equation 

(6.6) 

this linearization technique results in: 

[MI!:IM + S. + .Ieun) + ~L7M;1L.] un+e '" 
[MieAt + N(uD)] un + f+fI + bn+!:I (6.7) 

This equation shows how. starting with a solution un at timestep n. the solution un+8 

is calculated for timestep n+1 using an Euler-implicit step. Next the solution un+1 

can be obtained by extrapolation from un and U
D+fI using eq.6.6. The pressure can be 

calculated afterwards using eq.6.3. 

6.3. FLOW IN A DISTENSIBLE UNIFORM TUBE. 
6.3.1. Describing equations. 

The flow fIeld in a uniform distensible lube with radius R and a length equal 

to 2 wave lengths 'A, filled with a Newtonian fluid with density p and viscosity fl. 

will be analysed. The problem is two-dimensional due to its cylindrical symmetry. 

for the description of the t10w in this tube it is convenient to introduce the following 
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dimensionless quantities: 

r' = rlR 
t = z/}, 
14' = uN(lw!R) 
w' = w~wl 
t = tCI/).. 

p' '" pl(pctlwl) 

fi = d(pCtlwl) 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

(6.8c) 

(6.8d) 

(6.8e) 

(6.8f) 

(6.8g) 

with l' and z the radial and axial coordinate, respectively, u and w the radial and axial 

velocity components, respectively, Iwl the amplitude of the cross-sectionally averaged 

axial velocity, c1 the wave velocity, and .It the stress tensor. 

If no reflections are present in the lube and using the linear quasi"lD model, 

the time dependent pressure distribotion is described by a traveling wave; 

p(z,l) '" Re[po ~w(t-zlc)J ; c '" jwly (6.9) 

where Po is a complex number describing the amplitude and phase of Ihe pressure at 

the ~ntrance z",O at time /",0. For convenience the phase of po will be taken equal to 

~ero, so that Po is synonymous to the pressure amplitude al the entrance z=O. The 

complex wave velocity is represented by c, of which the real part describes the wave 

velocity cl while the imaginary part describes the damping of the wave as shown in 

eqs.4.4 and 4.7. Instead of choosing a value for the compliance C for our test 

Situation, from which the complex wave speed can be calculated, the value for the 

wave velocity c) is chosen directly. For elastic wall behaviour there is no phase 

difference between preSSure and cross-sectional area oscillations and the compliance 

C is real. Then the damping corresponding 10 the choice of the wav/: velocity Cl is 

completely determined by the fluid friction and can be calculated using eq.4.7 as; 

Im( c) _ I m[(l-Fgia»'l 
Cl - R e [(1-F1o(a))Z] 

whe(e FlO i$ a function of a introduced by Womersley (1957); 

(6-10) 
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F _ 21 1(j3I2a~ 
10-.372 _ .• (.37 ) 

J ..... 0 J a 
(6.U) 

Using eqs.6.8 and 6.10 and omitting the accents, eq.6.9 can be rewritten in 

dimensionless form as: 

(6.12) 

where 1J1(a) is defined as -.p(a) = C/cl. 

$imilaf to Womersley's (1957) approach the wall motion, is calculated w;ing 

linear deformation theory, which yields for a tube under maximal longitudinal 

constraint: 

t;(z,i) - 0 (6.13) 

(6.14) 

where ~ and {} represent the longitudinal and radial wall motion respectively. Note 

that eq.6.14 indicates that the relative diameter change at a given value of 

Womersley's parameter a is directly proportional to the speed ratio S = IWlICt. 
The rand ;; component of the Navier-Stokes equation and the continuity 

equation, written in dimensionless form using eqs.6.8, read: 

r-component: 

aU+a-2[t..tlar ~+G2;U] +s[uau+waUJ __ l ?P 
Tt iir'r-iJr a? dr dz Q1 Or 

(6.15a) 

(6.15b) 

(6.15c) 
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where G '" RIA is the [<ltio between tube radius and wavelength. From the preceding 

equations it is clear that the flow problem can be characterized by 3 dimensionless 

numbers: 0:, Sand G. An analytic coupled solution of the wall- and fluid motion is 

given by Womersley (1957) for situations where S ( 1 and G ( 1. 

6.3.2. Boundary conditions and numerical considerations. 

The element mesh used for the calculations is shown in figure 6.2. As 

described by eqs.6.13 and 14 the geometry of the tube changes due to the motion of 

the wall: the figure shows the shape at 1"'0. The length of the tube is chosen equal to 

two wave lengths. The mesh can be mapped on a rectangular grid and contains 8 

elements in the radial direction and 64 in the axial direction. Because the geometry 

of the tube changes, the mesh is updated for each time step n+9, which was done 

without changing its topology. Since the displacements pcr time step were small the 

solution u calculated for the nodal pOints of the old mesh serves as a start solution on 

the nodal points of the new mesh (eq.6,7), 

Apart from the geometry the boundary conditions are also time dependent. As 

inflow condition (z=0) the fully developed velocity profile as calculated by 

Womersley (1957) is prescribed, in dimensionless form given by 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

where r is made dimensionless as r = rIR(t), with R(t) the time varying tube radius. 

The boundary conditions at the tube axis are based Oil symmetry considerations: 

aw I -0 ~ r=O- (6,18) 

while the boundary conditions of the wall ate obtained by taking the time derivatives 

of the wall displacements: 
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FiGURE 6.2. TIw mesh fo~ the ~me~ic(11 $Dl.titm of the fluid ",miD" "quatiollS for /he "";form 
distellSible lube contains 1024 clements. 

Wr=R = a'f;jat U,=R = afJl at (6-19) 

There are several possibilities for the outflow conditions: 

-type 1: 

-type 2; 

.type 3: 

The radial and axial velocity profiles, U and w respectively, as 

described by eqs-6-16 and 17 are prescribed_ 

The normal and tangential stress components, 0. a.nd Ot respectively 

which in axisymmetric cylinder coordinates are given by 

(620) 

can be prescribed by substitution of eqs.6.16-17 in 6.20-21. 

In general knowledge <lbout the velocity profiles as given by 

eqs.6.16-17 is not available, and boundary conditions of type I or 2 

cannot be applied. In that case one might use approximations for the 

stress components assuming that the contributions of the velocity 

gradients are negligible: 
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0'" "-p (6.22) 

(6.23) 

For aU calculations the time integration was carried out over 3 successive 

flow cycles. A number of 64 time steps were taken per flow cycle; when 128 time 

sters were taken the solution was only O(1O-~) different. For the first cycle an Euler 

implkit time integration &cheme (8=1) was chosen to damp out initial errors. For the 

two subsequent cycles a Crank Nicolson scheme (lkO.5) was taken to obtain a higher 

order accuracy (van de Vosse et ai., 1986). After cornpletion of the third flow cycle 

the time integration was fiuished because the solution obtained by carrying out an 

additional flow cycle showed a difference of 0(10-5). 

The penalty function parameter was taken equal (0 E '" 10-6 for all 

calculations. except the ones with G-O.5 and G=oO.I. Here the penally function 

parameter had to be chosen equal to e = 10-4 and e'" 5· 10-3 resrectively in order to 

ohtain an accurate solution fOr the pressure distribution in the tube. In these cases the 

solutions ohtained for the flow field were not significantly different from the 

solutions calculated with the penalty function parameter equal 10 e '" 1O~. 

ct S G b.c. (; equation 

5 0.0005 0.0001 2 to ~ NaVie(-Stoke$ 
5 0.05 0.0001 2 10 -6 Navier -Slokes 
5 0.2 0.0001 2 10 ~ Navler-Stoi<as 
5 0.2 0.0001 2 10 ~ Navie(-Stokes 

:. 0.0005 0.1 2 10 ~ Navier-Stokes 
5 0.0005 0.5 2 5·10 ... Navier-Stokes 

5 0.2 0.0001 1 10 -5 Navier·Stoke~ 

5 0.2 0,0001 3 10 ~ Navier-StokBS 
5 0.2 0.0001 2 10 ... Stoke~ 

TABLC 6.1- O.el'\liew of til" cale"latwn, made for lhe uniform 'Ube. TM values of 1M 
dimelJSionless paramc/crs a. S (1M G. ",.. ty~ Qf booJtdary coMilio". applied, lhe valu" of 1M 
penally I""clion parlimeler t lind I" .. type of equlliion solved arc given. 
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FIGURE 63. tL:ial velocity profiles at "quiLlistant time steps f07 S = 0.0005 and G = O.OOOL The 
d4slu:d line represems tile center line of Iile lube. Tire inflow end of 1M mOe is on 1M lefl side. 

6.3.3. Results. 

Table 6.1 gives an overview of the numerical calculations made of the flow 

tield in the distensible unifonn tube described by the equations given above. Fitst a 

calculation was made for very small fluid/wave velocity and radlus/waveiength 

ratios, S = 0.0005, and G = 0.001. For these small values of Sand G Womersley's 

analytic solution should be valid. For this and all other cases discussed below 

Womersley's parameter a was chosen approximately equal to the physiological value 

reported for the commmon carotid artery~ a = 5. figure 6.3 shows the numerically 

predicted axial velocity profiles at various equidistam time steps. For this small 

speed ratio the relative diameter change is only 0.01 % (see eq.6.14). The propagation 
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and damping of the wave to the right pan of the tube is clearly visible. Next the 

influence of the magnitude of the speed ratio was analyzed by increasil)g its value to 

S = 0.05 and S = 0.2. re~pectively. The results fOr S '" 0.2 are shown in figure 6.4. 

With the increase of the speed ratio the rdative diameter change increases to 10 %. 

Again the propagation of the wave to the right part of the tube is clearly visible. A 

remarkable difference with the results for S = 0.0005 as presented in figure 6.3 is Ihe 

presence of a net outflow at Ihe distal end of the tuhe over a flow cycle. This is due 

to Ihe fact Ihat as inflow condition a velocity profile (eqs.6.16,17) is prescribed based 

on Womersley's Iheory, in which Ihe variation in cross-sectional area is neglected. 

This is nOI valid at large values of the speed ralio. The tube has a maximum entrance 

diameter during the phase of pOSitive entrance flow, and a minimum entrance 
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FlOIJR!; ~.5a. Comparison of the numerically calculated axial velocity IV On thl! lub<! ax .. (lOp 
panel), 1M pressure p on Ille lube ",is (cenler pancl), and Ihe wall shcar stress l" (bottom panel) 
for values of S " 5' 10-4 (- - -I, S " 0.05 (- -) and 0.2 (-- -) w;lh 1hI! analyt;cal results 
eal"ulatt!d using Womersley's theory (-~). The re.ull. pre.ented eDrre.pond to thl! SOIUlImt at 
1,,0. 
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FIGURE 6.5b. Comparison of Iile lIum.rically calculated axial and radial velocity profile", w and u 
"'.'IJ'~ctively, at ~=}, willi Ihe analytical ",."It. calculated ".ing Womersley's l/ulory. The results 
prcscnLcd ~orrcspond 10 II", soluljons all=O arul t=1!8- Far a legerul see figure 6.50. 

diameter during the phase of negative entrance flow. This results in a net intlow a.t 

the entrance over a flow cycle, and a net outflow at the distal end. 

In order to study the influence of the speed {<ltiO in more detail the 

numerically calculated axial velocity component and the pressure, both taken at the 

tube axis as a function of axial pOSition, and the wall shear stress as a function of 

axial position are compared with the analytical solution obtained using WomersJey's 

theory (tig.6.5a). The same is done for the profiles of the axial and radial velocity 

components taken along the tube radius at axial position z = 1.0 (fig.6.5b). Except 

for the radial velocity component a discrepancy is seen to increase with the value of 

tht spted ratio, partly caused by the fact that there is a net inflow at the entrance. In 

the more distal part of the tube this introduces an offset ill both the axial velocity and 

wall shear stress. Another effect is the change in the slope of the pressure curve due 

to the pressure drop corresponding to this extra inflow. A sinusoidal flow at the 
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FIGURE 6.6. A. figure 6.5a, bUI only for S .. 0.2 (- - -) willI a corr<clro inflow condition. 
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FIGURE 6.70, ComparisOl'l of the numerically calculated uial velocity w on the tube axis (top 
pan./), Ih. p",,",ure p on Ih. lube ax" (cenler panel), and I"" wall "Mar SlreSS 1" (bbllom paMl) 
for VlII"es of G " 0.1 (~ ~ ~> and G " 0.5 (~ ~) .... ilh 1M analytical results calculated using 
Wornersley's theory (--). The re.,ull.!; presented correspond 10 I"" solution al 1,,0. 
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FIGURE 6.7/). Comparuon of the numerically calculated axial and radial v.locily profile., wand u 
re~peclively, at 0 .. 1, willi Ihe a"alytical result.! calculatcd usillg WQmerlley's theory. The re.ults 
presf!I!ted corre.pond. 10 lhe roiuli0113 al 1",0 and 1"'1/8. For a IflfJtnd $<1t fifJure 6.7a. 

entrance can be guaranteed by modifying the inflow conditions. To that end the 

equation for the 3xial velocity component (eq.6.16) is multiplied by the time 

dependent ratio of reference cross-sectional area and actual cross-sectional area. 

Figure 6.6 shows the results for this type of inflow condition at S .. 0.2. It is clearly 

seen that the magnitude of the discrepancies decreases towards the di,'!tal end of the 

tube where the pressure oscillations and the resulting diameter changes are much 

smaller due to damping. 

The influence of the magnitude of the ratio between radius and wave length 

was analysed in the same way as was done for the speed ralio. Calculations were 

carried out for G", 0.1 and G '" 0.5, both with S "- 0.0005 and a "- 5. Although both 

values for G were chOStn beyond the physiologically relevant range, Significant 

discrepancies between the analytical and the numerical solutions were only found for 

G '" 0.5 (fig.6.7). The fact that relatively large values for G can be chosen without 

these discrepancies appearing can be explained from the fact that only the square of 
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G plays a role in the fluid motion equations. 

All calculations mentioned above were carried out using outflow conditions of 

type 2 (eqs.6.20,21). The influence of the type of outflow conditions chosen was 

studied for the physiologically relevant range by making calculations for GI = 5, S = 
0.2, and G"' 0.0001. No significant differences, 0(10-4), were found between 

solutions obtained using the comprehensive (lype 2: eqs.6.20,21) or simplified (type 

3: eqs.6.22,23) expression for the prescription of the nonnal and tangential stress 

components at the outf:1ow_ Prescdption of the radial aod al(ial velocity components 

at the outf:1ow (type 1: eqs.6.16,17) results in significant differences, partly due to the 

fact that Womersley's solution is incorrect at large speed ratios. An additional 

disadvantage of this type of boundary condition is the fact that there is no point at 

which the pressure is prescribed, and the calculated pressure distribution is therefore 

fixed up to an additive constant (Segal, 1984). 

The speed ratio not only quantifies the relative diameter changes (eq.6.14) but 

is also proportional to the contribution of the convective term in the fluid motion 

equations (eqs.6.15a,b). The assumption of the speed ratio being Small allowed 

Womersley to simpllfy the fluid motion equations by omitting the convective terms. 

In order to study the contribution of the convective terms to our numerical solution 

the solution of the Stokes equation was numerically calculated. A speed ratio S :: 0.2 

was taken, which is about twice a.~ I:orge as the maximum values found in for 

example the carotid artery. Again a '" 5 and G = 0.0001 were taken. Comparison 

with the corresponding solution of the Navicr-Stokes equation revealed differences in 

the velocities of up to 5% of the maximum velocity. 

Summarizing it is concluded that tbe numerical results fairly agree with the 

analytical solution for values of S up to 0_0.5, and G up to 0.1. This indicates that the 

numerical approach is applicable to the carotid bifurcation. The discrepancies found 

at higher values of S might have two possible source:=:_ Of these, the effect of 

neglecting the changing cross-sectional area in the derivation of the analytic solution 

is dominant. The omission of the con-vective terms in the analytic solution is of le!;$ 

importance. However, COnvective effects might play a more important [ole in the 

complex carotid bifurcation geometry. The numerical solution found is relatively 

insensitive to the value of G. Only at values far outside the physiologically relevant 

range, G > 0_1, discrepancie~ with the analytic solution are found. As already 

mentioned this is due to the fact that only tbe square of G plays a role in the fluid 

motion equations, For the same reason the contribution of the velocity gradients to 
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FIGURE 6.8. Hidden line representation of 1M elcmclII mesh used for 1M numerical solution of tM 
fluid mDl;01l "qual;OlIS ;n Ihe <:arDlid bifurcation, 
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FIGURE 6,9, The displacemenl of Ihe 91h central "ode ;" the actual I!l"mem ;s ~al~ldaled assuming 
that its position [ol/owing tran4ormalio'l coillcides ""ufo lhe origin 0 of lhe slandard elemenl. 
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the normal and tangential stress components is negligible. Therefore it is possible to 

use simplified expressions for the outflow conditions, an '" -p, ;;, '" o. 

6.4. FLOW IN mE DISTENSIBLE CAROTID BIFURCATION. 

6.4.1. Boundary conditions and numerical cowiderations. 

As an example one of the element meshes used for the numerical solution of 

the fluid motion equations for the distensible carotid bifun;ation is shown in figure 

6.8. The mesh is b<l$ed on the mesh used by Rindt (1989) to calculate the flow in a 

model of the rigid carotid bifurcation and contains 9789 nodes in 1024 clements. For 

each time step n+8 the mesh is adapted to account for the wall motion. To this end, 

Ihe displacements found in the analysis of the wall motion (chapter 5) are added to 

the position of the corresponding nodes located on the outer surface of the element 

mesh. As already mentioned in chapter 5, the analysis of the wall motion only gives 

infonnation on tht displacement of the 8 nodes positioned on the element edges. The 

displacement ,;. of a 9th central node is calculated from the displacements of these 8 

nodes and the interpolation functions associated with the isoparametric quadratic 

shell element used: 

8 

~(;9) '" ~ 1J.'i(;9)L\(;i) (6.24) 
i-I 

Here 'PI and Xl refer 10 the interpolation functions and nodal POSItiOns in the 

untransformed standard element, respectively (fig.6.9). Assuming that the position of 

the central node in the actual element after transformation coincides with the origin 

of the standard element the interpolation functions 1/1,(;,) can be evaluated, and 

eq.6.24 can be rewritten as (MARC, 1988): 

x(~~) '" - !X(~I) - aX(~.) - !!(X3) - !!(~4) + 
~3.(~5) + 13.(~6) + ~~(X7) + ~!(~8) (6.25) 

Considering the shape of the shell element used and the position of the central nodes 

this assumption is not too bad. Furthermore, the element division used to 
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FIGURE 6.10. TM positionS of the nodes I(}(;uted in 1M layer und"r tIw surface (A,B) are upd4ted 
by adding half the di'plac£me711 of tire corre.ponding =de. (A ',B ') located on the sUiface. 
Crru$-$ection taken at the entrance oflhe common carolid artery. Clrued circles repreullt IIOdaI 
positiOnS 1I1 peak-syslole, open circles indicaloJ nodal posilionS al elui-dillS/ole. 

calculate the wall motion is rather fine. This limits the variation in displacement 

found in a particular element, and reduces the size of possible errors. Following the 

update of the nodal points located on the surface, the positions of the nodal points 

located one layer deeper in the mesh are adapted to obtain a more convenient 

distribution of nodal poims over the element. This is done by adding haif the 

displacement of the nodal points on the outer surface to the position of these inner 

nodal points (og-6-10)-

As inflow condition the fully developed axial and radial velocity profiles as 

given by Womers!ey were prescribed; 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 
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FIGURE 6.11. The period considered in Ihe lime illlegr(ltiQn and tM time steps selected for 
pr.selllalion: end-diastole (ED), acceleralion (Ae), ~(jk·sysIQle (PS). (l,,~.I.ration (DC) and 
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where y is the dimensionless radial coordinate y " rlR/ with r the radial position and 

R/ the time dependent common carotid artery radius. Q is Ihe complex amplitude of 

the flow rate at the inflow. and c i~ the complex wave velocity, both calculated using 

the quasi-ID model for wave propagation descdbed in chapter 4. The boundary 

conditions al the wall are obtained by taking the time derivative of the wall 

displacement, which was calculated using a central differential scheme: 

•• ';0>1(;) -1"~1(;) 
un(x) " --~-~~ 

2at 
(6.28) 

with III the size of the time step. In the plane of symmetry the veloCity component 

normal to this plane is put to zero. At both outflow ends houndary conditiollS of type 

3 (cCjs.6.22-23) are prescribed. The pressures needed for tllis purpose were calculated 

using the quasi-ID model for wave propagation. 

The time integration was performed over the period indicated in figure 6.11. 
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Filllt the solution of the stationary Navier-Stokes equation with end-diastolic 

boundary conditions was calculated. Next the integration was taken OVer one flow 

cycle and an additional systolic phase using a Crank Nicolson scheme. A number of 

128 time steps per flow cycle was taken, resulting in a total of 162 time steps. Since 

the allal)'$is of the wall motion only provided data for the time steps equal to n/64T, 
these data were linearly interpOlated to obtain the values for the remaining time 

steps. The results obtained for the !irst and second systolic phase were less than 0.1 

cm/s different, which is 0.3% of the maximum velocity. The penalty function 

parameter was taken equal to ~ = 10-1>. Calculations were performed on a Cray.YMP 

super computer on which one iteration took approximately 3 minutes. 

6.4.2. Results. 

In this section the ,esults of calculations made for the situation with reflection 

coefficients equal to r i=0.6 and r c=0.3 are presented. The axial velocity profiles in 

the plane of symmetry calculated at end·diastolic (ED), acceleration (Aq, 

peak-systolic CPS), deceleration CDC) and end-systolic (ES) phase are compared in 

figure 6.12a-e. Cross-sections are taken in axial direction each 2 mm distant from the 

apex. The positions corresponding to axial distances n times 8 mm (the diameter of 

the commOn Carotid artery) are marked Cn, In, Or En, fOr the COmmOn, internal or 

external carotid artery, respectively. At end-diastole (ED) the entrance profile is 

parabolic. More distally in the common carotid artery the maximum of the axial 

velOcity shifts towards the side of the internal carotid artery. In the proximal part of 

both the internal and external carotid artery the maximum of the axial velocity is 

located near the divider wall, primarily due to flow branching. More distally the 

velOCity profiles regain a mOre symmetrical Shape. In the pha.~e of accelaration 

towards peak.systole (AC·PS) the entrance profile becomes more blum. The location 

of the maximum axial velocity behaves as described for end-diastole. Reversed flow 

areas are observed neither in the end.diastolic, tbe acceleration nor the peak-systollc 

phase. During deceleration (DC) reven;ed flow areas are observed to develop first on 

the non-divider wall of the internal carotid artery, later also Oil the non-divider wall 

of the external carotid artery. These reversed flow areas reach their maximum in size 

and velocity near end· systole (ES). Near the entrance of the internal and external 

carotid arteries (IO,EO) the reversed flow areas occupy nearly half the vessel 

diameter, 
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0.5 m/s 

"!CURE 6.12a. Axial ""I()city prO[Jes in rh", plane of symmetry, calculaled al end.duJ..<tok (ED). 

C2 

FIGURE 6.I2b. As fiIPI"~ 6.12a but calculated (It aceeleralion pila$</! (AC) 
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C2 

FIGURf, 6-12~- M fig"'~ 6.12a bw ~al~"lat~d at p<1oi< SY$tl)l~ (PS) 

FIGURE 6.12d. As jiga/"(} 6.12a but calculated a/ decdera/io" pilase (DC) 
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nr;;URl£ (ine. '-\$ figure 6.12a but calculated at end systole (£S) 

In order to study the flow field outside the plane of symmetry the 

crossTsections C1, EO, E1, 10, 11, and 12 are considered. In figure 6.13a-j the axial 

velocity component in these cross-sections is presented by means of axial isovelocity 

lines. Contour level n corresponds to (n-1) '0.05 m/s. Secondary flow is visualized by 

means of velocity vectorS. At end-diastole (ED) concentric axial isovelocity lines are 

found in the common carotid artery (el). At the entrance of the internal carotid 

artery (10) the maximum of the axial velocity shifts towards the divider wall. The 

secondary flow is almost entirely directed toward<; the divider wall with the 

exception of a small region near the uwer wall where small secondary velocities 

directed to the non-divider wall are observed. The highest secondary velocities are 

detected near the plane of symmetry and the flow divider. Halfway the sinus (11) the 

maximum of the axial velocity is shifted further towards the divider wall. The 

secondary flow at this site clearly shows the presence of a vortex, with velocities 

directed towards the divider wall near the plane of symmetry, and directed towards 

the non-divider wall near the upper wall. At the end of the sinus (12) the ada I 

isovelocity lines take a more symmetric shape. Secondary velocities are directed 

mainly towards the axis of the interna, which is due to the taperillg of the distal part 
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of the sinus. The axial and secondary flow fields in the external carotid artery 

(EO,El) show similar features as observed on corresponding positions in the internal 

carotid artery. The highest secondalY velodtie$ at the entrance of the external carotid 

arteIY are observed in a slightly different region than in the internal carotid artery. [n 

both cases these secondary velocities are mainly due to the fact that the flow is still 

directed along the axis of the common carotid artery. The difference in (he observed 

secondaIY flow fields is due to the asymmetric shape of the bifurcation. 

The axial isovelocity lines in the commOn carotid artery (CI) remain fairly 

concentric during acceleration to peak-systole (AC-PS). In the internal and exteroal 

carotid arteries th~ axial isovelocity profiles and secondary flow field exhibit 

al?prmdmately the same features as found at end-diastole. The velocity of the wall is 

clearly visible in (he secondary flow field during acceleratioo- The wall velocity is 

neglible when compared with the secondary velocities found in the major part of (he 

carotid bifurcation. However, one diameter distally from the apex: (Il,El) the 

magnitude of the wall velocity is of the same order of magnitude, and may have 

some influence on the shape of the vortices found. 

During deceleration (DC) a region of negative aleial velocity develops on the 

non-divider wall of the internal carotid arteries. This region extends 10 the common 

carotid artery (el) where it apparently is not attached to the wall. At this point it is 

difficult to say whether this effect is a result of numerical inaccuracy or associated 

with wall motion. At the entrance of the internal carotid artery (10) the area of the 

reverSed flow area is approximately equal to 25% of the local cross-sectional area. 

Near the entrance of the external carotid artery (EO) another reversed flow area is 

observed which occupies about 5% of the local Cross-sectional area. In the sinus (11) 

but especially in the external carotid anery (EI) the secondary flow field shows a 

Dean-tYl?e vonex which tends to give the axial isovelocity profile a C-shaped 

curvature. 

At end-systole (ES) increa~ed reversed flow areas are observed at the 

non-divider walls of bOlh the external and internal carotid aneriel>_ At the entrance of 

the internal carotid artery (10) and the sinus (11) the reversed flow area occul?ies 

about 40% of the local cross-sectional area_ The reversed flow area in the external 

carotid area occupies appcoleimately 30% of the cross-sectional area near the 

entrance (EO). The Dean-type vortices observed during deceleration are somewhat 

stronger, as are the resulti ng C-shaped curvatures of the corresponding axial 

isovelocity profiles_ 
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FIGURE 6.1311. AxiiJI isoYelocity profiles (lefl) a/ld secondary flow fU!ld (riShl) calculated III 
end·dirutole (ED), for the cross-sections in the cOmmOn (el) aild external (EO,El) carotid arteries. 
The exlemQi alf4 inler'!"i walls aN! labeled E and I, the divider wall is labeMd D, the non-divider 
wall is labeled N. Tile small line segmens al Ihe /Op lefl is due /0 a graphics software "rror. 
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FIGURE 6.13b. Axial isov>!locity projiMs (I~ft) and secondary flow field (right) calculated aI 

.nd-diastol. (ED), for the cross-sectinns in the internal carotid artery (10,11,12). The external and 
internal wall$ ar~ la/;>el<:(i ~ and I, tile divider wall 1.$ la/;>eled f), the n~n·d;vider wall " /a/;>eled N. 
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FIGURE 6_I3d_ As fi/Jure 6_I3b but calculated at acceleration phase (AC). 
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FIGURE: 6.13;. A. figure 6.IJa /;>14/ Nl~ulaled at end.ry$tole (£S). 
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The rates of the flows entering the common carotid ;Irtery, and leaving the 

internal and external carotid arteries are compared in figure 6.14. The major part of 

the flow is always directed to the internal carotid artery. Due to the increase in 

volume of the part of the bifurcation under consideration part of the inflow is 

accumulated during acceleration. This part is released at deceleration. At end-diastole 

the division of the flow rate between the intern;!) and external c;lrotid artery i~ 65:35, 
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For peak-systole the 10 model predicted a flow division ratio of 50;50. Although it 

was attempted to create a similar peak-systolic flow division ratio by prescribing 

time dependent nonnal stress components at the outflows which are based on the 

pressure distribution calculated using the 1D model, the numerical results show a 

different peak-syswlit:: flow division ratio. This difference might be explained from 

the fact that the 1D model predictions are based upon the admittances of the 

common, internal and external arteries (section 4.4.2). In this approach it is assumed 

that the flow in these arteries is fully developed. However, in the numerical 

calculations only the proximal parts of the internal and external arteries are 

considered. In these parts the flow is far from fully developed. Large recirculation 

areas develop and disappear over the flow cycle, introduCing a lime dependence in 

the "admittance" of the internal and external arteries. This effect interferes with the 

effects aimed at by presCribing lime dependent normal stress components at the 

outflow. It might be that better results had been obtained if more distal parts of the 

internal and external carotid arteries, in which the flow is again rutty developed, had 

been taken into account in the numerical model. In this way the contribution of the 

parts which cause the ratio between flow and pressure to be time dependent becomes 

less important relative to the total admittance of the vessel. 

6.4.3. Discussion. 

The results presented above showed the presence of reversed flow area.~, 

which developed during deceleration phase (DC). First a region of reversed flow 

develops near the non-divider wall of the common-internal carotid artery. Somewhat 

later a second reversed flow region is observed to develop on Ihe non-divider wall of 

the common-external carotid artery- The size of the reversed flow regions and the 

velocities in it increase towards end-~ystole (ES)- Dudog the diastolic phase the 

reversed flow regions disappear. 

These results can be compared with experimental data which were recently 

obtained by Rindt (1991). In an experimental set-up similar to the one described 

earlier (Rindt el al.,1988) laser Doppler antmomttry was applied to study the flow 

field in a rigid (perspex) model of the carotid bifurcation. The bifurcation geometry 

was also based on data reported by Bharadvaj, and the instationilry inflow closely 

resembled the one used in the present study. Axial velocities profiles were measured 

in Ihe plant of symmetry, and in the cross-sections ro, It, 12 and El, at flow phases 
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corresponding to the ones used for presentation in the preceding section. From 

acceleration to end-systole (AC-ES) the shapes of the experimentally determined 

axial velocity profiles resembled the ones calculated for the distensible bifurcation. 

The experimentally detennined shapes showed a tendency to assume a mOte 

pronounced C-shaped curvature. The experimental data revealed the presence of a 

reve\"$ed flow area witb very small negative velocities at end-diastole (ED). As 

already mentioned this was not observed in the numerical results for the distensible 

bifurcation, where very 500all positive velocities were found in the same region. The 

difference can be attributed to the end-diastolic Reynolds number is equal to 150 in 

the present study. This is lower than used by Rindt, who took an end-diastolic 

Reynolds number equal to about 200. 

A second opportunity for comparison is offered by Perktold et al. (1991) who 

made a numerical analysis of the pulsatile flow in a model of the carotid artery 

bifurcation with similar geometry and inflow conditions. Their results were quite 

different from the Ont:s observed in the present study. The region of reversed flow on 

the non,divider wall of the common·internal carotid artery started developing jusl 

before tht: flow rate reaches its maximum at peak systole. The axial velocity profiles 

in the sinus at deceleration show a much more pronounced C-shaped curvature. Both 

tht: size of the reverNed flow area and the shape of the axial velocity profiles 

observed by Perktold et al. at deceleration (DC) more or less resemble the results 

found at end-systole (ES) for the distensible tube. The reasons for these differences 

are unclear. In agreement with the observations made in the present study, no 

reversed flow region is found at end-diastole (ED). 

The finite element package SEPRAN does not yet suppon the possibility to 

calculate the pressures from the velocity field for the 3D element used. Therefore it 

is not possible to compare the 3D pressure field with the pressure distribution 

calculated using the quasi.lD model fOr wave propagation. Since the latter was 

applied to calculate the wall motion, it should not deviate to much from the 3D 

pressure field if a consistent solution of the fluid motion is to be obtained. Perktold 

et al. (1991) calculated the pressure distribution for pulsatile flow in a rigid model of 

the carotid bifurcation. The pressure difference found in the bifurcation region 

reached a maximum at peak-systole equal to about 300 Pa. This pressure difference 

is due to what wils referred to earlier as "local fluid flow effects", and it might be 

aS~umed thaI these result in similar pressure differences in the distensible carotid 

bifurcation. The magnitude of the contribution of these "local fluid flow effects" is 
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small compared with the pressure change :ISSOCiated with wave propagation, which 

was equal to 4 kPa (fig.5.6). Actually, the ratio between the two is comparable to the 

ratio between fluid and wave velocity, w/c = 0.05, as was estimated in chapter 1. 

Therefore it can be concluded that the application of the uncoupled approach to 

calculate the How field in the distensible carotid artery bifurcation is valid. 





--------------------CHAPTER7----------------------

DISTENSIBLE VS. RIGID MODEL 

7.1. INTRODUCTION. 

In this chapter the flow field calculated for the distensible carotid artery 

bifurcation model will be compared with the flow field calculated for a 

corresponding rigid model. Attention will be focussed mainly on the internal carotid 

artery, since this artery and especially the sinus region is most interesting ('rom a 

clinical point of view. 

7.2. INFLUENCE OF WALL OlSTENSIBIUTY. 

To analyze the effect of the wall motion on the flow field, the fluid motion in 

a corresponding rigid model was calculated for comparison, The geometry of this 

rigid model was .::onosen equal to the end·diastolic geometry of the distensible model. 

The inflow and outflow conditions wert equal to the ones used in the distensible 

model, i.e. an identical flow rate at the entrance and identical time dependent values 

for the normal stress components at the outflow wert prescribed. At the walls the 

velocity was set to zero. The flow rates at the outflow of the rigid model are 

compared with those in the distensible model in figure 7.1. As already mentioned in 

chapter 6, due to the incre.ase in its volume, \?art of the volume flow entering the 

distensible model is accumulated during acceleration. During deceleration this part is 

released. This effect accounts for the difference between the outflow fates in the 

rigid and the distensible model. 

rn figure 7.2 the axial velocity profiles in the plane of symmetry of the rigid 

model are compared with those from the distensible model. The results are presented 

for flow phases equal to those uSed in chapter 6. At endTdiastole (ED) there is no 

significant difference between the velocity profiles observed in the rigid and 

distensible models. This is due to the fact that the bifurcation geometries are 

identical, while no significant wall motion is present or has occurred during the 

preceding pan of the flow cycle. Dunng acceleration (AC) a difference between the 
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FIGURE 7.1, Compariso" betW<!e" Ihe inflow and oolflow TIII,,< of the .i8id and distensible (Carotid 
bifurcatiL;m models. 

velocity profiles In the rigid and distensible model develops. Due to the 

accumulation in the distensible model the flow in this model becomes lower towards 

the distal end of the interna when compared with the flow in the rigid model. As a 

consequence, the axial velocities found in the distensible modd are lower. At 

peakrsystole (PS) the volume flow through the internal carotid artery in both models 

is almost equal. At this point the difference between the velocity profiles in the 

distensible and rigid models is mainly caused by the difference in cross-sectional 

area. Less easy to explain are the differences found during deceleration (DC) towards 

end-systole (E8). For the distensible case both the size of the reverSed flow area and 

the magnitude of the negative velocities found in it arc smaller. Most likely the 

releaSe of "flow accumulated during acceleration" in the distensible model is the 

dominant factor causing the differences with the flow field observed in the rigid 

modd. 

FICURE 7.2, (nexi pag'!l Comparison belween axial is()velocily profiles in lhe internal ca,otid 
",Ie,i •• "/Ihe dislell.ibl., and ,igid model" 01 vo,ioo.' pilose" in til" fin.., eyel •. 
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The differences found in Ihe plane of symmetry are also present in the axial 

isovdocity profiles which are shown for the cro~s-sections Cl, 10, Il and 12 in figure 

7,3, During acceleration to peak systole the structure of the flow field in the rigid 

and distensible models is more or less the same. In the distensible model higher 

velocities are observed il) the distal part of the internal cawtid anery during 

acceleration (Aq, and in the entire bifurcation geometry at peak-systole (PS). The 

rcason for the presence of these higher velocities wa~ already explained. During 

deceleration (DC) the reversed flow area develops faster in the rigid model. The 

C-shaped curvature of the axial velocity profiles al end-systole (BS) is more 

pronounced in Ihe rigid model. 

Since wall shear rates are generally regarded as a major factor influencing the 

behaviour of the vessel wall, the time dependent wall shear rales in the plane of 

symmetry of the common carotid artery (cross-section C1.5), and halfway the carotid 

sinus (cross-section 11) are presenled in figure 7,4. To calculate these shear rates 

using the facilities offered by the finite element package SEPRAN, the solution was 

interpolated to two times refined element mesh containing linear elements. In the 

common carotid artery the wall shear rates found in the rigid and distensible models 

lIrt comparable during the major part of the flow cycle. A discrepancy is seen to 

develop towards peak-systole. This is due to the increa~e in cross-sectional area of 

the distensible model, which causes a flattening of the velocity pra!iles. A~ was 

already observed in rigid 2D and 3D models, the wall shear rates on the divider and 

aon-divider walls of the internal carotid artery are different. At the divider wall the 

wall shear rate fO\lnd ill the disteasible model is smaller compared to the rigid model 

duri ng acceleralion and Ihe first part of deceleration, This di fference is also found 

during similar phases in the oscillations of the flow at early diastole. At the 

non-divider wall the wall ~hear rate found in the distensiblt: model is Itss pulsatile 

compared with. the rigid model. During acceleration and the first part of deceleration 

the wall ~hear rate is less positive, while during end-systole and early diastole the 

wall shear rate is less negative. 

Sum marizing, it is cotlcluded that the distensibility of the wall reduces the 

effects which are typical for the flow field in the carotid artery bifurcation. The 

recirculation area becomes smaller ill size and velocity. The magnitude of the high 

shear rates observed at the divider wall of the internal carotid artery is reduced, The 

shear rales observed at the non-divider wall of the internal carotid artery arc less 

negative at end-systole. Finally the C-shaped curvature of the axial isovelocity 
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profiles during end·systole i$ less pronounced in the distensible model. The results 

obtained from the present numerical analysis of the effect of the wall distensibility 

on the flow field in the carotid artery hifurcation are different from the results 

obtained expedmentally for the aortic bifurcation by Duncan et al. (1986). This 

group found an increased difference between the shear rates at the divider and the 

non-divider walls in the distensible model. 

An analysis of the influence of the peripheral vascular bed, expressed in the 

rnagnitllde of the peripheral reflection coefficients lj and r. was also planned 10 be 

included in this chapter, However, it was not possible to control the flow division 

ratio by prescribing the normal stress components based on the ID calculations of 

the pressure distribution, as explained in the previous chapter. Since the flow rate at 

the entrance, the wall motion and the flow division ratio for lj '" 10 = 0-45 were not 

significantly different from the situation with lj '" 0,7 and r. '" 0,), the flow field 

was also sirnilar. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the present study an uncoupled approach is used to calculate the flow field 

in a three-dimensional distensible model of the carotid artery bifurcation. First the 

pre.sl>ure distribution is calculated using a one-dimensional modt! for wave 

propagation. Next the wall motion due to this pressure distribution is calculated. 

Finally the fluid motion equations are solved with the wall motion prescribed as 

boundary condition. The application of this uncoupled approach is valid if the 

pressure distribution causing the wall motiOn is mainly dependent on wave 

phenomena and not on "local fluid flow effects". The ratio of the contributions of 

"local Cuid flow effects" and wave phenomena is of the same order as the ratio 

between fluid velocity and wave velocity. For the carotid artery bifurcation a ratio 

w/cl " 0.05 is found. The use of the uncoupled approach is therefore valid. 

Additional support is obtained from recent lindings of Perktold el al. (1991) who 

calculated pressure differences due to "local fluid flow effects" which were less than 

300 Pa, much smaller than the pre,s.sure changes associated with wave propagation 

which are approxim<ltely 5 kPa. 

The geometry of the model used in the present study is based upon data of 

Balasubramanian (1979). The flow rate is similar to the flow measured in vtllQ by Ku 

(1983). The only reliable data on the distensibility of the in vjllQ carotid artery 

bifurcation seem to be obtained by Reneman el al. (1985,1986), An ultrasound study 

performed in the present study connrms their lindings. Relative diameter changes are 

found to be equal to 10% in the common carotid artery, and 11 % and 9% in the 

proximal and distal parts of the internal carotid artery, respectively. The external 

carotid artery is found to be significantly less compliant. No attempt is made to 

develop an accurate mechanical model for the arterial wall. Instead a linear elastic 

Hookean material model is adopted. The material parameters are selected in such a 

way that diameter change~ similar to the ones observed in l'ivo are obtained. Few 

dat<l <I{e (eport~d <lbout the wave phenomena in the human carotid artery bifurcation. 

Values reported for the wave velocity range from 3.B - B.3 m/s" The choice of the 

material parameterS made for the model in the present study yields a velOCity of 
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5 m/s. Due to the short length of the arterial segment used in the present study, the 

effect of wave attenuation is not important. No data are available on the TCflcction 

phenomena in the in vivo bifurcation. However, from the vascular anatomy and the 

flow wave forms it is concluded that the role of reflections originating from 

peripheral vascular beds might be significant. 

The time dependent pressure distribution is calculated using a quasi 1D linear 

model descdbing Wave propagation. This model has been successfully applied to 

describe W;lVe phell()men:< in uniform viscoelastic latex tubes by Horsten et al. 

(1989) and Reuderink et al. (1989). Newman and cQ-workers (1981,1983) used a 

simplified form of this model to describe reflections occurring at simple bifurcations 

and transitions. The first goal in the present study was therefore to develop a more 

comprehensive model for the description of the reflection phenomena originating 

from the complex geometry of the carotid bifurcation geometry. The carotid sinus is 

modeled as a compact transition. i.e. that its length is small compared to the wave 

lengths involved. The results of model calculations are compared with the 

experimentally determined propagation of pressure pulses in latex models. In order to 

study the effect of the Carotid sinus on the reflection phenomena calculations and 

experiments are carried out for a carotid bifurcation model and for a simiJa( model 

without the presence of a carotid sinus. The laller model is referred to as a discrete 

bifurcation model. For both cases the agreement between model calculations and 

experimental results is good, indicating that the model gives a proper description of 

the wave phenomena involved. The carotid sinus is noted to result in significant 

higher reflection at higher frequencies, resulting in a reflected wave containing both 

II negative and a pOSitive peak. However, application of the model to calculate the 

reflectiOn phenomena of the ill vivo carotid bifurcation shows that this effect is not 

important in the frequency range rc::ltvant for tht physiological pulse. Instead the 

contribution of the sinus to the wave phenomena is negligible, allowing the use of a 

discrete bifurcation model. 

The final step in the calculation of the pressllre distribution is to include the 

effect of reflections originating from the peripheral vascular beds. Since lillie or 

nothing is known about the magnitude of these reflections a small parameter study 

was undena.ken_ The magnitude of the reflected waves is found to influence the 

amplitude of the pressure pulse and the flow division ratio between Ihe internal and 

external carotid arteries. Based on anatomical considerations it seems reasonable to 

expect that the reflections arriving in the internal Carotid artery from the 
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cerebrovascular bed are larger than those arriving in the external ClIwtid .artery. 

CalculatiollS in which reflection coefficients based on this assumption are used result 

in a flow division ratio similar to the one observed in vivo by Bloch (1981). 

The wail motion due to the time dependent presliure distribution is calculated 

based on geometrically non-linear deformation theory. A finite element method is 

applied to solve the wall motion equations. The results of the calculations reveal that 

the wall motion is mainly radially directed. Regions with large wail motion include 

the area located above the apex and the non-divider wall of the sinus. It should be 

noted that for a number of reasons relatively simple boundary conditions are ~ in 

the present study. Some features of the wall motion found in vivo might therefore not 

be included in the present model. 

For the solution of the fluid motion equations a finite element algorithm is 

used which is similar to the One applied by van de Vosse el til. (1986,1987) and 

Rindt (1989) to analyse the flow field in rigid bifurcation models. To account for the 

wall motion the element mesh is updated for every time step, leaving the topology of' 

the mesh intact. The velocity field calculated for the nodal points of the old mesh 

serves as a start solution on the nodal points of .the new mesh. The numerical 

approach is firSt applied to calculate the flow field in a distensible uniform tube. The 

results show excellent to fair agreement with the analytical solution for this case 

(Womersley, 1957) for ratios between fluid and wave velocity up to the 

physiologically relevant range: wlel :Ii 0.05. A higher value of this ratio implies 

larger relative diameter changes. Since these were not taken into account in the 

analytical solution, discrepancies occurred. It turns out that the use of simplified 

expressions for the outflow conditions (on" -p, O"t" 0), is valid. 

Calculations of the flow field in a 3D distensible model of the carotid 

bifurtation show high velocity gradients at the divider walls and low or negative 

velocity gradients at the non-divider walls during the entire flow cycle. A 

recirculation area is found to develop during deceleratiOn near the non-divider walls 

of the proximal parts of the internal and external carotid arteries. These recirculation 

areas reach their maximum in si:l:e and velocity near end-systole. Simultaneously, 

Dean type vonices in the secondary velocity field and C-shaped curvatures of the 

corresponding axial isovelocity profiles develop halfway the carotid sinus and the 

external carotid artery. The attempt failed to create a time dependent behaviour of 

the flow ratio similar to the one calculated USing the ID model for wave propagation. 

Most likely this is due to the limited size of the anerial segments under consideration 
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in the numerical model. 

From a comparison with calculations made (Of a corresponding rigid carotid 

bifurcation model it is concluded that the distensibility of the carotid ane!)' 

bifurcation ha.~ a significant influence On the flow field. However, Ihe global 

structure of the flow field remained unchanged. The distensibility tends to reduce the 

effecls which are typical for Ihe flow in the rigid carotid artery bifurcation. The size 

of, and the velocities in the recirculation area are significantly reduced. The 

C-shaped curvatures found at end-systole are less pronounced in the distensible 

modeL The difference between the wall shear rates at the divider and the non-divider 

walls is reduced. 

Summarizing, it is concluded that a numerical approach is applied 

successfully to calculate the flow field in a 3D distensible model of the carotid artery 

bifurcation. II is shown Ihat the distensibility of the wall has a significant influence 

on the flow field. It is however doubtful whether these effects are large enough to 

have major consequences for the physiology of the vessel wall and, eventually, for 

the mechanisms underlying atherogenesis. This conclusion most likely holds even 

when Ihe model is improved. These improvements include: 

proper accounting for the effects of reflections originating from the peripheral 

vascular bed, 

the application of physiologically relevant boundary conditions in the 

calculation of wall motion, 

the use of a model describing the complex mechanical behaviour of the wall, 

and the incorporation of non-Newtonian effects in the fluid flow. 
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APPENDIX 

A UI'ERATURE ON CARanD COMPLIANCE_ 

Several studies have been reported in literatu·re providing data on the relation 

between the distending pressu{e and the arterial diameter of the common carotid 

artery. The results are presented in a number of physical quantiHes depending on the 

typ~ of experiment, the assumptions made, and the aim of the study. In order to 

make a comparison between the data, they are expressed in terms. of relative 

diameter change and cross-sectional compliancc (table A.I). The cross-sectional 

compliance, for convenience referred to as compliance, is defined as the change in 

cJ;Oss-sectional area per unit distending pressure, C " dA/dP. Since blood vessels are 

known to exhibit viscoelastic behaviour it is important to distinguish between static 

and dynamic measurements of the compliance. The so-called dynamic compliance is 

a frequency dependent complex number with a modulus equal to the ratio between 

cross-sectional area and pressurc changes, and an argument equal to the phase 

difference between these two changes. The determination of the dynamic compliance 

requires either separate measurements for each frequency component, or a Fourier 

analysis of the cross-sectional area and pressure changes. Often this is technically 

impossible. A frequently uscd alternative is to determine the compliance as the ratio 

between the cross-sectional area change due to the normal he:art pulse and the 

difference between systolic and diastolic pressures. 

Learoyd and Taylor (1965) used Bergel's (1961a,b) in vitro method to 

determine the static and dynamic incremental elastic moduli of 59 post-mortem 

excised segments of the common carotid artery, The arterial segments were divided 

into two groups: those originating from subjects between 11·20 years old, and those 

originating from subjects 36-52 years old. The static compliance of segments from 

the younger group was found to be twice as high as the static compliance of 

segments from the older group. In the younger group the dynamic compliance 

decreased by 50% over the frequency range 1-3 Hz. This decrease was less 

prominent in the older group, while the dynamic compliance showed only minor 
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authcr(s) frequeney age diameter compliance: 
change mcdulus phase 

L.earoy<:! and Taylor (1965) as y 10.7 
0 Y 5.1 ·0.14 
as 0 5.0 
0 0 3.9 -0.16 

Pat@1 @t at. (1964) HR 0 1 % 2.0 
Greenfiel<:! at al. (1964) HR 0 1 'j(; 1.9 

ArMt @t al. (1968) HR Y 14 % 19.7 
Arndt (1969) HR Y 15 % la,5 

Reneman et al. (1985) HR 'I 10 'j(; 9.6 
HR 0 5% 6.4 

RElneman at aL (1986) HR Y 10 % 10.0 
HR c 6'j(; 60 

TABLE At. Literalure dc.ta regarding thl: ~O"''''')1I ~(1roliJ ~o",pl;"flce in ",(1f1. M0df4/w; in 
101Om4fN, phase in rad, Indicated are the nalure of the mea.urement: qua.i-.tatic (QS), dynamic 
(D) or at heart rate (HR;, and th. age of the $ui)j'!cl: young'!r (y) or olikr (0) tlian 30 yellr$. 

changes between 3-10 Hz in both groups. 

Patel el al. (1964) and Greenfield el al. (1964) preferred to make in situ 

measurements of the ratio between changes in pressure and circumferential strain of 

the common carotid artery. They used patients who had to undergo various surgical 

procedures in the carotid region. In this way they tried to keep the iJIlatomical and 

metabolical environment intact as much as possible. An electric caliper was used to 

measure diameter changes, while local pressure was measured using a needle 

connected to a Statham strain gauge. The compliance calculated from thelf data is 

significantly &maller than any of the compliances calculated from the data of other 

investigators. 

With ultrasound techniques it is possible to make non-invasive in vivo 
continuous measurements of the arterial diameter, in thi.., way keeping the anatomical 

and metaholical environment entirely intact. Unfortunately it is not possible to 

measure non-invasively the arterial pressure in the common carotid artery. Instead 

One takes the systolic-diastolic pre~~ure difference in the brachial artery which can be 

measured non-invasivcly using the standard auscultatory method with an inflatable 
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cuff- Arndt et al. (1968, 1969) used an ultrasound pulsed echo technique to measure 

relative diameter changes due to the he,,[t pulse. Values ranging from 10-17% when~ 

found in people who were 23·34 years old. The compliance calculated from their 

data is the largest found in literature. li.eneman et al. (1985, 1986) used an ultrasound 

pulst:d Doppler technique to obtain data On the compliance of younger (20-30 years) 

and older (50-60 years) subjects. The relative diameter changes found dec~ased 

{rom 10% in the younger group to 5% in the older group. Since no llignifican\ 

difference in pulse pressure was found as a function of age, the compliance 

decreased as well. The compliance reported for the younger group is significantly 

smaller than reported by Arndt et al. for a group with similar age. The results of 

Reneman et al. (1985) also include data on the relative diameter changes for the 

carotid sinus and the internal carotid artery. In the younger group the relative 

diameter changes varied from 11% in the sinus to 9 % in the internal carotid artery, 

in the older group value.,~ were found of 4% and 5%, respectively. 

The comparison and interpretation of the data presented in table A.l is 

complicated by the various experimental conditions and methods used to obtain these 

data. Values for the compliance calculated from data obtained using non-invasive 

techniques are lower than values obtained us.ing invasive techniques. (}QW and 

Hadfield (1979) demonstrated a post-mortem decrease of the distensibility of 

coronary arteries. The smaH magnitude of the diameter changes found by Patel et al. 

and Greenfield et al. might be attributed to the influence of the a.naesthesia. As 

shown for a pentobarbital anaesthesia by Altura and Altura (1975). this might 

relaxate the smooth muscle cells in the arterial wall. Furthermore, mechanical 

constraints imposed by the application of an elect.ic caliper and a needle might 

significantly reduce wall motion (Arndt et aI., 1968). The discrepancy between the 

results of Arndt et al. and Reneman et aL is attributed by Reneman et al. (1986) to 

the amplitude dependency of the pulsed echo technique, which can easily lead to an 

overestimation of the relative arterial diameter changes_ Based on these 

considerations the non-invasive ultrasound pulsed Doppler measurements of 

Reneman el al. seem to provide the most reliable data on the diameter changes due 

to the heart pulse. Using the pressure difference measured in the brachial artery a fair 

estimate of the compliance of the common carotid artery can be calculated. 

However, no information about the viscoelastic behaviour of the common carotid 

artery can be derived form these data. 
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B. MANUFACfURlNG OF LATEX BIFURCATION MODELS. 

The way in which the latex bifurcation models used in studies of wave propagation 

were manufactured is illustrated in figure B.l. First perspe;x; molds were milled, each 

one consisting out of two parts, one being the mirror image of the other, and forming 

a negative image of the desired geometry. The two parts were joined with a stiff 3 

mm thick aluminum plate in between (fig_B.Ia). The alignment of the molds was 

guaranteed by location pegs. The aluminum plate was perforated along the 

centedines of the common, external and internal arteries, bringing both sides of the 

plate in contact with each other. A two-component silicon rubber (Silastic E-RTV, 

Dow Coming) was then poured into the mold on both side:> of the plate. After 

hardening of this silicon rubber both parts of the mold were removed. A P9sitive 

image of One half of the desired bifurcation geometry was left on each side of the 

plate, connected with each other and to the plate because of the perforatiolU> present 

(fig.B.1b). Next a plaster-of-paris (Tru-Stone, Columbus Dental) impression of each 

side of the plate wa:> made (fig.B.lc). Again using location pegs these 

plaster-of-paris impressions were carefully joined to from a representation of the 

arterial lumen (fig.B.ld). Finally this lumen was filled completely with 30% diluted 

latex (Vuljex 1.5, Seca). Latex has the property to coagulate in the presence of 

polyvalent cations. These are present because due the limited solubility of 

plaster-or-paris a small amount of Cal + ions is present near the wall of the model. As 

a result a thin layer of coagulated latex is deposited on the wall. In this way a latex 

bifurcation model is Itft behind when the latex is poured out agajn. The model can 

be removed after it has dried thoroughly (fig.B.le). The wall thickness of the model 

is dependent on the residence time of the latex in the lumen. In the present study 

models were created with a wall thickness equal to 0.25 mm, which required a 

residence lime of approximately one minute. 
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c. CARanD BIFURCATION REFLEctiON PHENOMENA 

As already mentioned in chapter 4 the reflection phenomena in the carotid 

artery bifurcation are described by dividing the bifureation into three parts (fIg,C,l): 

the bifurcation paint and two transitions from the bifurcation pOint to the external 

and internal carotid artery, respectively. At the bifurcation point the conditions for 

continuity of pres:>ure and flow rale apply: 

Q~ + Q. " 0. + Q! 

P: + P;; = ? "'- p! 

(Cl) 

(C.2) 

The subscript a indicates that these quantiUes are taken at the bifurcation point, while 

the superscripts e and i refer to waves transmitted into the transitions at the proximal 

end of the external and internal carotid arteries, respectively. II) order 10 obtain 

expressions fot the reflection and transmission coefficients, 

(C.3) 

the pressure and flow waves at the entrance of the transitions (p:, PA. 0.. QD need 10 

be related to the pressure and flow waves at the exit of the transitions (py, p~, Qy, QU. 

Similar as was done for the compact transition (eqs.4.24a,b) the following relations 

between these variables can 00 established: 

Q~' Q[-1 L;C",(w) jw <P! + PU 
= X;(w) cP~ + Pf> (C.4) 

(C.S) 
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FIGURE C.l. Dl!s(;riplion 0[ '""VI! ph£no"",,,,, in 1M CarQlid bi"'.calion: 1M shatkd a1'f!as, 
indicating 111£ transitions frt>m 1M bift;rcatum point It> 1M inrenwl a1'd extemal carotid arte,ii!s, are 
Ireated /IS compact. 

In these equa.tions L j is the length. of the transition in the internal carotid artery, 

wh.ile Co>., A.,; a.nd 1m. are average values for the compliance, the cross-sectional 

area, and the friction function of this transition. Similar equations can be derived for 

the external carotid artery. Using the expression for the admittance, it;!; '" ±Y(w)p±, 

iiI = Y(W)PI' the desired relations between pressure and flow waves at the enlfance 

and exit of the transitions can be obtained from these equations: 

(C.6) 

(C7) 

These equations, and the corresponding ones for the external carotid artery can be 

written in a lilimplificd fonn introducing "O'-functions": 

(C.S) 

(C.9) 

Substitution in equations Col and C.2, and again applying the expressions for the 

admittance, yield the desired reflection and transmission coefficients: 
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The coefficients Si are given by: 

SleW) '" oi(w)loi(w) 

sz(w) '" of(w)/~(w) 

S3(W) '" a1(w) 
S4(W) ,. aj(w) 

S5(61) '" o£(OJ) 

s6( OJ) '" Di( OJ) 

(C.IO) 

(ell) 

(C.12) 

(C.13a) 

(C.13b) 

(C.l3c) 

(C.13d) 

(C.13e) 

(C.13t) 



SAMENVATIlNG 

Vanwege het belang van haemodynamische faClol"en in de ontwikkeling van 

atheroscleroS<': is inzieht in de complexe stlomingwerschijllSl'llen in arteriele 

vertakkingen onontbeerlijk. In deze studie wordt een ootkoppelde Mnpal!: gebruikt 

om de stromingsversehijnselen in een drie-dimensionaal elastisch model van de 

halsslagadervertakkiog the berckenen. EeISt wordt de drukverdeling ten gevolge Van 

golfverschijnselen be.ekend. Vervolgens wordt de wandbeweging ten gevolge Van 

deu drukverdeling be~aald. Tenslotle worden de vloeistol:bewegingsvergelijkingen 

opgelost met de;l:e wandbcweging als randvOQ{Waarde. Oeze aanpak is geldig 

wanneer de vloeistofsnclheid veel kleiner is dan de golfsntlheid, hetgeen het geval is 

voor de halsslagadtrvertaklcing waar een verhouding gelijk aan 0.05 wordt gevonden. 

Dc tijdsafhankeIijke drukverdcliog wordt berekend met behulp van cen quasi 10 

lineair modd voor de beschrijving van gal fvoortpl anti ng. Oit model is geverifieerd 

door de resultaten van berekeningen te vergelijken met de ex~erimentcel bepaalde 

golfvoortplanting in latex modellen. Als invoer voor dit model zjjn gegevens over de 

cOIDpliantleverdeling in de halsslagadervertakking nodig, welke bepaald ;l:ijn mel 

behulp van een ultrageluidstudie. Voor de sinus wordt een oompliantie gevonden 

welke afwijkt van het distale deel van de carolis interna. Het effeet van de sinus op 

de goU'verschijnselen in vivo is eehler verwaarloosbaar klein. 

De wandbeweging wordt berekend op basis van niet-Iineaire deformatielheorie 

mel behul~ vau een eindige e1eIDenten methode. Een lineai.e constitutieve belrekking 

is gebruikt am de mechanische eigenschappen Van de vaatwand te bcschrijven. Grote 

wandbeweging wordt gevonden in het gebied boven de apex en aan de non-divider 

wand van de sinus. 

Een eindige element en algorithme word! gebruikt OID de vloeistotbewegings

vergelijkingen op te lossen. Om de wandbeweging in rekening Ie mnnen brengen 

wordl de elementen mesh op ieder tijdstip aangepast, waarbij de topologie van de 

mesh inlaCl blijft. De numericke aanpak is getest door toepassing op een elastische 

uniforme buis waar vergelijking met een analytische oplossing mogelijk is. 

Uitsttkende tot rede1ijke overeenkomsl werd gevonden voor verhoudingen lussen 

vloeistof- en golfsnelheid tot 0.05. Berekeningen V<ln het snelheidsveId in een 3D 

elastisch model van de halsslagadervertakking leverden een snelheidsveld waarvan 

de globale slructuur geIijk is aan helgeen gevonden was in een star model. 5ij nadere 

beschouwing blijkt dat de omvang van hel terugst{oomgebied, en de grootte van de 



snelheden die er in worden gtvonden, geringer zijn in het elastisch model. Tcvcns is 

he! verschil tossen de snelheid~g{adienlen gevonden aan de divider en de non-divider 

wand van de sinus circa 25% kleiner. 
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STELLING EN 

behorende bij het proefschrift 

ANALYSIS OF THE FLOW IN A 3D DISTENSIBLE MODEL 

OF THE CAROTID ARTERY BIFURCATION 

1. Nu de invloed van de vaatwand op de stromingsverschijnselen in de 

halsslagadervcrtakking in voldoende mate bekend is, wordt hel tijd de invloed van de 

stwmingsvetschij!lselen op de vaatwand te bestuderen. 

(Nerem, RM. (1990) Proc. 1st World Congress of Biomech., Univ. of California, San 

Diego, vo!.l. Pl) 

2_ Yanwege de geringe doorlaatbaarheid van de vaatwand is de invloed van de stwming 

01' het transport van opgelosle stoffen vanui! het bl~ naar de vaatwand uiterst klcin_ 

(Stoop, M.LM, Bovendeerd, P-H.M. (1991) Proc_ ASME Wimer Annual Meeting 1991. 

Atlanta) 

3. Snelheidsmetingen in distensibele geometrieen tijn zinloos wanneer men aIleen de 

distensibiliteit van de geometrie en niet de distale afsluiting karakteriseert. 

(Det~ ft al., (1986), 1. Biomed. Eng_ 108,355-358) 

4. In legenstelling tot de ontkoPl'clde aanpak brengt een zwak gekoppe\de aanpak, zoals 

voorgesteld door Hilbert, hel effect van golfreflecties uil hel perifere vaalhed niet in 

rekening_ 

(Hillx:rt, D. (1986), Numerical methods, Colloquia societatis JalWs Bolya 50, North 

Holland, Amsterdam) 

5. VOOT de gebruiker van siandaardpakkenen voor 3D stromingspwblemen is het oplossen 

van de SIe\Se1S vergelijkingen vaak e~nvoudiger dan de postprocessing van de 

resultaten. 

6. Hel in eigen dienst nemen van ond~rzoekers in opleiding door de Nederlandse 

Organisalie VOOT WetenschappeHjk Onderzoek leidt tot ongelijkheid met assisterHen in 

opleiding en omslachlige administraticve handelingelL 



7. VOQr hun wetenschappdijke ontwikkeling verdient het aanbevding dat assistenten en 

onderzoekers in opleiding hun werkzaamheden aan een andere inslelling uilvoeren dan 

die waaman zij zijn afgesmdeerd. 

8. Om een gocde ontvangsl van de nalionale onrroep in derde we reid landen te 

waarborgen zou de International Telecommunications Union restricties mocten 

opleggen aan hel vermogen van ~enders die in de zogenaamde rropenbanden aetief l:ijn. 

9. Om het reilen in Olympische klassen in Nederland populair te maken doel men er 

verstandig aan deze klassen met een gaffelmig oit Ie rusten. 

Eindhoven, juli 1991 Peler Reuderink 
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